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Foreword

It is our great pleasure to present to our readers the 25th issue
of the Journal of Ecological Society. The issue mainly includes
articles written by our students of our one year postgraduate
course in Sustainable Management of Natural Resources and
Nature Conservation. It is gratifying to see that the students have
chosen to express their opinions on this course and they aver that
the course has changed their attitude, has brought almost a change
in their outlook towards life. Students are the strength of the
Society and have always inspired us to work harder. We wish
them success in their work and efforts and hope they will continue to work for the betterment of nature, for the uplift of human and nonhuman beings.
There are many NGOs in Maharashtra who concern themselves with social uplift, trying to bridge the widening gulf between rural and urban life and find new ways to provide
employment and better the condition of the poor.
The Society however, has taken the position that unless radical changes are brought into the economic structure, unless the
very basis of the economy is changed no improvement in the
present situation is possible. Neither will it be possible to reduce
poverty and social and economic inequalities. Changes in the
basis of economy mainly involves protection to and proper management of various natural ecosystems to achieve the betterment
of human and nonhuman beings resident and migratory in India.
We have, in some previous issues of the Journal, explained in
detail, what kind of changes are necessary in government policies
and social and economic spheres. They involve, taking care of
nature, natural resources and ecosystems. It was pointed out that

massive and productive employment will result from such changes
and will create national assets ensuring long term benefit to all.
We had, in the past, invited eminent personalities from different fields to discuss these fundamental issues and evolve a consensus. The results are not very heart-warming. The experts
probably failed to grasp the fundamentals because of the influence of technology in our life; while the Society does not shun
technology, the emphasis today of technology on the use of fossil
fuel and the ego the use of technology confers human mind are to
be avoided.
We need to clarify what technology means and what it involves and how it affects our minds. We need to change the very
basis of our technology which will initiate a different approach
and quite different policies.
The Society will continue to work in this direction and hope
that it could rally around this position a grater body of public
opinion and draw the attention of policymakers.
We salute our readers and wish them success in their efforts
to improve the condition of nature and people alike!
Editor and the Ecological Society Team

The Laws Of Entropy Or The IIT

My Background
After my training in engineering I took up dealing in technological products as my profession. I was impressed by advances
in technology and believed that technology can provide solution
to most problems in human life. At the age around 40 years, I was
puzzled by fallacy that advances in technology are increasing
work-loads, pressures and tensions in life, not reducing them.
Safety, security situation are worsening, not bettering. What use I
am offered a lot of money, gadgets and avenues for entertainment when I have not enough freedom and peace of mind to
enjoy through them. Then . . .
I purchased some agro-land near Pune to try to stand on my
own feet independent of high-tech driven economy. Except levelling, fencing of land and bore-well, I tried all urban mind-set
methods such as traditional agriculture, horticulture, plantation,
non-conventional energy, openwell and a farm-house. I watched
my inputs, not only in money terms but also in energy, efforts
put-in and harm suffered by me. Nothing proved successful and
useful except the last one - owned place for outing. I was puzzled
again.
The Course
It was a revelation for me that we live by natural diversity of
non-living and living. In my formal education and in my professional or personal life I never learnt importance of landscapes
and bio-diversity, forming ecosystems that support our lives. For
better and sustainable living we should look for ecological solu-
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tions and I saw them practised at Hivre-Bazar (visit arranged by
the Society). Puzzled amazed. Besides classroom course, I gained
a lot from Prakash Goles deliberations during camps and in
private meets.
My Researcg Work after the Course
Economy is about goods and services i.e. matter and energy.
Technology also deals with matter and energy. Physical phenomena in nature (we use for our purpose by technology) are explained by science. Hence I revisited science  matter, energy, and
the universal laws of nature. Explanation to my above mentioned
puzzle is summarised below.
My study of the universal laws of nature also revealed that
diversity and uncertainty are the most probable features or the
characteristics of nature (as corollary of The Law of Entropy). No
wonder, humans adapted to living with bio-diversity and diverse
landscapes or ecosystems, the lowest (effort and harm) cost system providing us necessities of life including protection (by resilience) against uncertainties in nature.
In comparison, non-diversity or uniformity based technological solutions are inherently inefficient. They deplete resources
and create huge waste (as per The Law of Entropy). Users suffer
enormous effort and harm costs jeopardising their own
sustainability. Ecological solutions (for the same benefit of secured and comfortable life) use naturally existing ecosystems for
free and therefore the effort, harm costs and energy requirements
are very small. Sustenance is better. Reduced work-load, pressures and tensions in life or enough freedom and peace of mind
can lead to sustainable enjoyment.
Since there are no known exceptions to the universal laws of
nature, it is wiser to join (be in tune with) the laws, why are we
trying to beat (violate) them by removing diversity and trying
uniformity. Thus the course content is on sound and strong scientific footing.
My View on Social, Economic and Political Scenario
Over thousands of human generations technology is extrasomatic adaptation for
1) Security  shelter for reducing fear and storage measures
to overcome uncertainties,
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2) Comfort - tools and processes for reducing body effort and
burden of work-loads,
3) Entertainment - toys for refreshing abilities and communication for sharing enjoyment supposedly in this order of priority
as survival, better living and enjoyment instincts.
Everywhere Hard Use of Technology : Hard-Tech
Most main-stream human population is dependent on hardtech for living. Almost all goods and services available through
hard-tech have a monetary price and hence, earning money becomes an absolute necessity of life. Working with commitment of
time and/or human services for monetary gains is employment.
We are in direct/indirect employment of governments and corporations (all such non-human entities controlling money supply) and live on money received from them. Though never
accepted, our real commitment is earning money. Commitment is
loss of freedom and employment is selling freedom.
Everyone is slogging in employment. Current scenario
summarised by Mrinalini:
Erstwhile persons sacrificing sleep, friends, family and leisure eating, joking, fooling, frolicking or laidback lives were called
saints; today they are known as good employees.
Most real bodied people are working for virtual bodies (governments and corporations) earning and storing money (a virtual
source) in hope of perpetual availability of real goods and real
services.
Human society has to pay effort and harm costs for using any
technology. As per The law of Entropy, every technology is inherently inefficient. Are benefits more than the costs?
How are we bearing technology costs?
For technologies involving direct use of heat, costs are small,
bearable by a smaller group of individuals. Costs for current
energy conversion technologies are high and rise rapidly with the
scale of technology application. Many more people are required
to share rising costs. Some people can/are made to share some
efforts and/or harms better or more than others. They are glorified as skilled and professional so that they carry burden of effort
and harm with dignity. But professionalism or skill development
augments inequality in humans and social repercussion thereof.
Sharing of costs then takes the form of human-services-ex-
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change. Goods for exchange of services (barter) can work only
with friends, relatives and in the neighbourhood. Metal coins and
paper money systems linked to finite resource (Gold) assume
importance as area of operation grows larger. Costs keep rising
due to depletion of low-entropy-resources and proliferation of
Inherently Inefficient Technologies (IIT). Result is either increase
in stake-holders to share the costs - growth in number of people
or no hard-tech.
Promoting employment generation is for accommodating
more people for sharing effort and harm costs. Though majority
gets less, they too have to share in products and services available through hard-tech. This stirs a multiplier effect. Hard-tech?
more people to share costs and benefits? more hard-tech? stimulating human population growth.
Scale and interrelations of operations and number of processes increase these costs as technology occupies all spaces of
human life. Rising costs of hard-tech necessitate either close down
or further growth - formation of companies, then corporations by
mergers of companies, multinational corporations by acquisitions
and/or out-sourcing, vendors, etc.
Society-chieftains (kingdoms) also have to grow into bigger
governments simultaneously. They support corporations as provider of hard-tech, a tool very effective for governance.
Unequal, imbalanced growth limits itself as also the limits to
resources (as per the law of conservation). No increase in number
of people to share costs necessitates rising money compensation
to retain people. Hard-tech reduces physical labour but increases
mental labour and psychological problems - pressures and tensions due to risks or fear of harm. Psychological solution: people
are ready to put in more effort/time and bear increasing harm in
exchange of money  image of goods and services. Money linked
to finite resources does not suffice and therefore, money is delinked to resources so that it can be unlimited. Rise in number of
people and rise in money supply (growth or inflation) are indicator of and necessity due to incapability to bear effort and harm
costs of hard-tech.
Costs are unevenly divided over human society; time-wise,
location-wise and situation-wise. Some bear effort and harm physically, others bear mentally and psychologically. Who bears what,
when, how much and also what one feels about it can only be
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guessed. The essence of sustenance of hard-tech is that majority
feels that they are better off than others. Today, costs start affecting right from the childhood. Education (investment for employment) encroaches on childrens freedom. What use our average
life-expectancy is higher if time in life with vigour and capacity to
enjoy freedom is bogged down in employment commitments?
What fun stretching incapacitated old-age?
Expected Benefits
Security: No. Original cause of fear has changed from the
environment to situations arising out of hard-tech. Uncertainty too is not over. Unreliability of hard-tech services arises
out of entropy. Providing redundancy for reliability increases effort and harm costs.
Comfort : No. We have heavy work-loads, 3D work, pressures, tensions and hardships.
Entertainment : Yes, but peace of mind, freedom and leisure
necessary for enjoying our entertainments are missing. What use
are a lot of gadgets and avenues of entertainment?
People in this situation adapt themselves to enjoy insecurity
and loss of freedom/comfort. They enjoy by possessing gadgetry,
vehicles, valuables, structures, investment, travelling, etc by hard
work, busy time schedules and clockwork discipline. If they enjoy them at others cost then they create a security problem for
themselves. Enjoying rising numbers, competition, power over
others, taking risks, adventures, consumption of unhealthy or
unsafe stuff is enjoying insecurity and discomfort of hard-work.
In other words, they enjoy loss of freedom and peace of mind.
Education, media and policies (socially) engineer such enjoyments
as status. Criticising, complaining their non-achievement or noncompliance is pastime entertainment. Longer old-age as status
norm amounts to enjoying helplessness.
How I Visualise Immediate Future
Cells form human body and work for the body. Cells struggle,
suffer, sacrifice, replicate for the survival of the body. But the
converse is not true. A group of cells that forms conscious mind
has very little control over functioning of the whole body. This
group helps body to protect from the environment by technology.
But in hard-tech it is by making some cell suffer before others.
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(Muscle cells suffer less than brain cells. This groups own trouble
is reduced by alcohol, tobacco or drugs making other cells say
that of liver or lungs suffer.) Though with the same DNA, diversity in cells (by functions) makes them impossible to decide on
one-course action on the body. Body is largely subject to entropy
increase and the environment.
Exactly similarly real bodies (human individuals) form and
work for the virtual bodies (governments and corporations). Individuals struggle, suffer, sacrifice and replace for survival of the
virtual bodies. But the converse is not true. A group of ministers
that form policy-makers have very little control over total functioning of virtual bodies. They can at the most decide which
section of human society suffers the IIT costs before others. Though
all humans, diversity in individuals up-bringing, education, skills,
roles, functions, psychology, environmental conditions, etc makes
it highly improbable that all of them decide on one-action plan in
any of the hard-tech evolved governance systems. Most virtual
bodies are subject to external conditions.
Unlike body cells, human individuals can decide on their
own well-being. I must look for alternatives not only for us but
also for our perceivable future generations.
My Line of Action
A fundamental change in life-style with theme: from technological to ecological solutions
A planned slow but steady change in stages enjoying better
security, comfort and entertainment at every stage, sustainable
for my perceivable future generations.
 Restoration of land and wilderness (by protection)
 Soft-tech: Little effort and low harm, simple long-life and easy
maintenance, operating on local material inputs, auto-reset low
wastages. So far successful
In water management: potable water, recycling of grey water,
waterless toilets
In cooking fuel, domestic work, heavy load and UV protection
managements
 Food: Reducing interference in ecosystems
Only few people (like unicellular organisms) change themselves. Their actions look just palliative but I am into it for three
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reasons.
1) Doing (in my opinion) correct things is a matter of selfrespect or status for me. I live not alone by food and shelter; selfesteem is equally vital. With Amol and Mrinal I am enjoying
transformation from backward urbanite to modern junglee.
2) Few takers but it serves model for others, particularly
younger generation, to copy.
3) We are slowly adapting to the correct life-style for the
future. Slow change is easier.
My Impressions on the Course
Focus to be on all aspects of our living (not just information
of academic interest) e.g. Bio-sciences: how plants, animals, insects and micro-organisms live and their importance in our living
to know what should we do and what not to do (not scientific
names, etc). Physical sciences: role, advantages and limitations of
technology, geology in our life.
(Choice of technology and materials, local stones for what
use, etc)
Our camps are more of tourism than study tours. They are
good for social interaction among participants. Can we not use
photographs, films and experts narrations instead? (I am of the
opinion that earth is damaged mostly by industrious people and
tourists.) Social interactions for exchange of ideas and cooperative action (if any) during and after the course can be locally
arranged, may be along with veteran past students.
Girish Abhyankar
BE, MBA / Entrepreneur, Energy Expert

Experiences And Impressions
During The Course

The course TES was an important event in life. Though aware
of ecology and environment from studies during graduation and
there after practising some of it during profession such as ecofriendly construction, the view of these concepts was quite narrow. After undergoing the course, interdependence of all the
spheres of life and impact of human actions on environment were
better understood. Most important insight sought through lectures of Gole Sir ( and also Girish Abhyankar) was that there
cannot be technological solutions to todays problems of environment.
Better understanding of Biodiversity was possible through
the extensive field trips and Sunday visits. A very deep understanding of plant life would not have been possible without
Mahajan Sirs interactive lectures.
Another aspect was of restoration of disturbed ecology. It
was realised that the earlier impression of human driven greening/ aforestation as solution is not the right direction. Slow and
natural restoration leading to a biodiversity should be the path to
be taken. This again is in line with the concept of allowing nature
to function which was impressed upon during the course. These
restoration efforts were seen at some of the sites developed by
Ecological Society. However, based on this biodiversity, the possible livelihood generation for many people appears to be a remote possibility in current economic system.
I have attended Saturday Sunday batch and hence there were
limited contact hours for interaction. Towards the end of the
course there were several discussion sessions in the class instead
of lecture. These discussion sessions were most useful. Though
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the discussions are taking place during regular lectures, participation is limited. Lecture followed by discussion could make the
entire process more interesting.
One thing that was available but could not be made use of
was, accessing the extensive collection of books at Ecological Society office. Probably the access could be given to past students
after completion of the course (if necessary on chargeable basis)
Line of Action Taken after the Course
Fortunately, immediately after the course was over, I got a
chance to work on a project of ECO-Park proposed by Maharashtra
Knowledge Corporation Limited (MKCL). The project was intended to be hands on learning experience in environmental science for school children from 5th to 10th standard. A site was
chosen in Solapur district where environmental education was to
be imparted through working models and participative exercises
in aspects such as eco-systems, water conservation, energy, etc.
MKCL aims to establish a network of such Eco-Parks throughout Maharashtra. All of them are to be planned in line with some
basic educational principle. The theme would be relevant to local
conditions and needs. The experience would be fun filled and
would allow students to express through various means such as
games, posters and paintings, models made while on tour of the
eco village. The knowledge imparted and experiences gained
would be complementary to schools
The present compartmentalized educational system is causing our social divide. This has wider societal implications. It cuts
off village based schools from mainstream and is unable to provide meaningful village based livelihoods. In developmental
projects ecological knowledge is in great demand and its possession at the grass-roots level will confer village teachers and schools
a stature and status which alone will prevent the present mass
migration from rural to urban areas.
While working on planning, and designing of the Eco Park
many principles learned during the TEC course could be applied.
My pursuits on working with sustainable construction system for rural and semi-urban housing continue as profession and
hobby. The course has helped in broadening the perspective in
this field also.
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Thoughts on future
Todays social and economic system is driven primarily by
urban demands. Globalization in early nineties led to opportunities in service industry as well as manufacturing. These two sectors are predominantly urban phenomena. This led to job
opportunities in urban centres and the rural areas in the 40 to 50
kilometre radius of the urban centres also depended on Urban
centre for livelihood. Hinterlands remained primarily agricultural. The food pricing has always been skewed in favour of
Urban population. Urban centres have been subsidized through
cheaper food, milk, vegetables coming from hinterlands. The resources available in rural areas such as land and water were
exploited by cities. Though the prices of commodities were not
cheap in absolute terms, the costs at which these were purchased
from unorganized rural producers are not meeting their input
costs. In order to survive the resources of rural areas get overexploited degrading the water and land resources. Even construction materials such as wood, sand and stones or aggregates
come from the rural areas and there is over exploitation of river
beds.
Cities being over crowded are leading to collapse of infrastructure. Water resources meant for agriculture are getting diverted to cities for consumption. Water used by cities is let into
rivers, mostly untreated, degrading the water resource further.
It is time to change this resource subsidy to urban area. Cities
should be cross subsidizing rural areas. The resource footprint of
urban individual is many times more than that of the rural individual. Urban population should pay the correct price for enjoying these resources. In turn the rural population would get
incentives for staying in hinterlands and living on lower footprint.
B. V. Bhedasgaonkar
B. Tech. (Civil), I.I.T. Bombay, M. Eng. (Structures) from
A.I.T Bangkok / Rehabilitation Services

A Journey Towards Ecological Realization :
Sir And The Society

Types of ecosystems, thousands of micro-climates, tropical
economy, Indias exceptional biodiversity, sustainability and holistic approach towards economic development . . . The presentation proceeded. I was fascinated with every passing slide. While
the slides rolled on further, things were more comprehensible to
me on that sultry summer afternoon. This presentation was done
by none other than Shri Prakash Gole and organized by Dr. N.H.
Antia, founder of FRCH where I worked then (in 2003) as a social
researcher. It was my first ever job in research field after completing Ph.D. in political science, international relations.
Until I attended this presentation Gole Sir was well known to
me only as an ornithologist. However during that presentation I
got introduced to him also as an ecologist. There was a substantial core in his lecture that led me to meet him personally after. I
told him that I was enthralled with his lecture and what shall be
the way to adapt this approach in day to day life? He flashed his
famous grin and enjoyably said, Why dont you join our course
then? I candidly said, Always being an arts and humanities
student would it be possible for me to undertake the ecology
course he has designed?
The answer he gave was going to be a turning point for me.
My whole thinking process got a new direction when he said,
thats even better! You will understand ecology very well as you
need not have to unlearn the stereotypes of science based education. The course is not only for science students but basically an
interdisciplinary one. My self-confidence boosted with his words.
Later slowly I realized how many fields he has travelled around
and that reflects through his exemplary ability of innovative think-
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ing. The self-reliance given by him that time made my day and
later I realized that it was the first step I took forward in the
journey of ecological realization! The man and the institution
instrumental for it were the one and only Gole Sir and his Ecological Society!
Im sure the similar sort of feeling is cherished by many other
Society students who sincerely pursued the course and thereafter
remained in touch with Sir, the Society and by and large with
nature.
Subsequently, I joined the course by getting enrolled in the
immediate batch. This opened the gates of a whole new world for
me. The course Sir had designed was matchless in every way, the
content, the substance, the methodology and the manner in which
it was conducted. This proved to be a remarkable opportunity for
us to get introduced with a number of new topics, concepts, ideas
and people. The insight Sir gave us through this course is
unparallelled.
It is an equally delightful experience to travel outdoors with
Sir. During that time we had project compulsory as a part of the
course. Since I was interested in doing a wetland ecosystem project
Sir personally came with our group in search of a suitable project
site. He took us to various directions in the outskirts of Pune. As
a perfect teacher and a guide he is always very caring about his
students. That time too he was very sensitive in choosing the site
for us so that it would be accessible and approachable for us
while doing the field work throughout the year. Thats why though
there were good wetlands towards east of Pune he was not very
keen in selecting them due the risky Pune-Solapur road.
Finally he selected a nice small wetland located near Pirangut
in village Ghotawade to the west of Pune. This road was much
safer and easier for us to make frequent site visits. Initially we
were four of us in this wetland project group. However within
next two months the other three girls could not manage to visit
the project site and I was the only one who was left in the group.
It was only due to Sirs motivation I could pursue it further and
completed the project by visiting the site every fortnight throughout the year. It was through Sir, I learnt how to complete given
tasks with sheer perseverance. This was my exclusive experience
hence has become a memorable one. On this background, it wasnt
very surprising that despite of my busiest schedule during that
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time I could complete the course successfully to Sirs expectation.
He personally checked all assignments and project report. Yet I
was very scared with his evaluation and wasnt very sure about
his reactions! Sir was so strict then that he had bluntly told all the
students, There will not be any course completion certificate
given without satisfactory performance. I still remember that till
the previous day of certification ceremony he did not disclose the
secret list of successful students! Only after Bhavanas invitation
call came from Societys office I was assured of my result! Receiving certificate was not the issue but getting felicitated by Sir
certainly was. It was an honor to me and I do cherish it always
close to my heart.
When people ask me why did I shift my career focus from
political science, international relations towards environment and
ecology? This phenomenal shift in my personal life though unknown to them is very logical for me. Just recently in Global
Alliances Faculty meeting when I was asked this question again,
I publicly said that it was only after my Ph.D. I met Gole sir and
came across Ecological Society! If this had been before things
would have been certainly different.
Sir is more than an inspiration for me . . . as if a timeless
source of insight . . . This indeed is a journey to remember.
I also took few of my birding lessons while travelling with
Sir. There is one marvelous incidence I often like to share. Once
when I was travelling with Sir to Vinchurni grassland project and
he suddenly stopped on the way. He parked the car on the road
side and started gazing up above to the sky and said, Oh it
seems to be a pair of Bonellis Eagle. That time I could not see
anything more than some dark spots gliding in the sky! I was so
very amazed with his birding skills and that triggered my interest in birding so much that it slowly became my passion.
This isnt only a personal depiction of experiences with Sir
though it apparently sounds so. As I am pretty convinced that
there is some or the other memorable element has been inculcated by Sir in each and every true student his. Hence the facts in
this write up may be personal but the feelings of respect for Sir
and the spirit behind it could be completely universal!
Sir and the Ecological Society is some such bond that we all
past students share through all these years and that cannot be
aptly described even. It has kept us connected with Ecological
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Society and also with the topic of environment in general. Especially for me, Sir and his theory of ecology has influenced everything . . . the way of thinking, the way of interacting with people,
the way of convincing our family members for reducing needs by
adapting reduce, recycle and reuse mantra . . . in a nutshell the
way I live.
I found myself to be a completely different person after the
course. The ecological learning has cast a deep impact on my
whole thinking process and acts like a theoretical cushion while
doing any activity or taking any decision! The erstwhile anthropocentric approach towards life has undergone a major change.
Since then the holistic approach towards nature along with the
constant tune of conscious consumer always rings at the back
of my mind. The love for nature is not restricted just as a personal
liking but it has become a way of life. I look at this as yet another
progression in the journey towards ecological realization.
After the course I slowly shifted the focus of my career towards nature based activities that includes creative writing, film
making, editing, script writing, photography, our nature related
website <asahee09.ning.com> and research related activities. Similarly I constantly try to reduce the gap between practical life and
ideal nature fronted life. These are very small and humble efforts
but consciously taken to a definite direction. Spreading the message to the wider people through all possible creative mediums
has become my objective. However, there is a sting of an unfulfilled dream. A dream of making ecology related rich content
based yet visually delightful film on Sir, his life and works. After
completing the course I tried a lot in this direction but the dream
has yet to come true. I do hope it will come true in near future.
I always found me connected with the Society as a whole due
to social scientists parents and a researcher husband having a
creative mind with a lot of insight. These facts have contributed
towards the newly gained vision of naturecentric approach. Being a social researcher I always want people to feel that nature
friendliness is in the larger interests of human beings. Instead of
understanding this simple fact people make their lives much
complicated. How come the economics, political science, sociology, history, or any other ideology for that matter can remain
separate from nature? If human beings are solely dependent on
environment, the eco-systems, the climate, the natural resources,
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the biodiversity then why is it not connected with our everyday
life? Is it not a gross blunder we are making by pretending nature
to be disconnected from our daily lives? This is an inherent contradiction of modern life style based on energy intensive technological solutions to everything. As conscious human beings we
must adapt a natural approach towards life and we owe it to all
the living beings on this planet. Human beings are the most
dependent creatures on this earth and our forefather realized this
fact and they came up with a more sustainable way of life that
was in tune with the natural constraints humans faced. However
unfortunately in modern science based hi tech era the people
have lost the sense of traditional wisdom and surrendered to an
excessively dependent technology based life style. This phenomenal shift has destroyed the natural balance. As Sir has taught us,
the things produced locally should be consumed locally with
only marginal surplus can be distributed outside. However, this
basic principle of sustainability has been shattered to the self
destructing methods of market economy and globalization. We
Indians as beholders of worlds fantastic biodiversity and tropical
climate must understand that the western concepts of globalization and privatization are not at all suitable for us. These are the
clandestine western ways of exploiting rich natural resources from
all over the globe. Western countries themselves are short of natural resources and their life style demands are beyond their natural possessions. Thus market based economy is their only rescue.
Energy intensive life style is the worst gift they have given to the
world. Especially India doesnt really require this life style but we
seem to be in much hurry to catch the West. Neither our policy
makers nor our social leaders are aware of this self destructing
mistake.
We often quote Gandhiji for saying Nature has enough for
everyones need but not for greed. However long back we have
forgotten the thin line differentiating our needs and the greed.
While Gole sir rightly says, India being a tropical country it should
have tropical economy with tropical soft technologies. Why is
that we are overpowered by market economy based on western
ideology? Are we falling prey to a wider conspiracy and getting
ourselves robbed from our natural riches? With the blind following of Western development model, disparity in India is growing
very fast. Due to this disparity the gap between rich and poor,
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urban and rural has widened beyond imagination. To quote P.
Sainath, The collective net worth of 311 Indian billionaires is
now Rs. 3.64 trillion. This has gone up by 71% within one year,
when it was Rs. 2.13 trillion and at the same time the people
below poverty line have gone up to 34 percent.
Surprisingly this fact is not limited only to India but it is
similar even in US. For instance, few years ago 1 per cent of
people in the US had 9% of U.S. wealth and in 2011 they had 24%.
Thus here comes a question, is really the Western economic model
working?
It looks like that we are overenthusiastic in copying the West
while West itself has lost its direction. Consumerism cannot be
the freedom of choice as it is often portrayed. It is a wrong notion
for the simple reason that it is not sustainable. Harold Laski
rightly says Liberty is a system of restraints. Controlling our
unscrupulous consumption in good time is the only sustainable
way to continue life on this planet.
Sir has time and again said that, If the nature is preserved
and natural resources are safeguarded, then it certainly provides
reasonable standard of living to all.
It is high time we brush up our basics of traditional wisdom
and respect natures bounty without taking it for granted. It is
well said that, not what you gather is important, but what you
scatter that tells what kind of life you live.
This knowledge gained in the journey of ecological realization through Sir and the Society often reminds me Dalai Lamas
famous quote. He says, Remember, the universe is the echo of
our actions and our thoughts.
Dr. Medini Dingre
M.A. Ph.D. / Working as Freelance Researcher

My Eco-Journey . . .

Monsoon evening 2001 . . .
With several questions in my mind, I am riding my bicycle
towards Aksharnandan school on Bhandarkar road . . .
A Classroom in the school was dimly lighted . . . so was my
heart . . .
Coming from a small town Chalisgaon, I was a little nervous
but curious. Gole sir started with environmental economics and I
was just amazed at his perspective to look at life! Somewhere
deep in my heart I realised that I am going to gain something
very unusual from this old man which I had never thought of. In
drizzling rains very gaily I rode my bicycle back to hostel. Next
day I got up early, got my first PMT bus in time, got in and out
of the office before all others . . . I was so excited . . . just to take
my next lesson from Gole sir . . . It took me quite a while to get in
tune with his thought line and then learn...
I was working in an e-publishing company in Koregaon Park
just to make myself survive in Pune. Salary would pay for the
rent, mess + a T-shirt from some tapri shop. I was happy with the
salary but not with the work that I used to do at that company. 8
hours in the company used to be very depressing for me just
doing proofing of e-books . . . but didnt have courage to leave
this job and try to get another. It was quite a hard earned job . . .
that reminds me of one of the fantastic coincidences in my life . . .
I came to Pune in 1999 to improve my acquaintance with
drama as I wanted to appear for NSD - National School Drama
interview. I was carrying just enough money to sustain myself in
Pune for 2/3 months so agenda was also to get a job. 2 months
passed by but there was no job. So to minimize frustration I got
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myself engaged in one performance of poetry reading to be performed in the memory of Late Smt Padma Gole ! Finally the day
of performance came; I had two hundred rupees in my pocket
just to take the ticket back to Chalisgaon. After this performance,
Mr and Mrs Gole (That time I had no idea what they could be to
me!!) handed over an envelope to each of us, with one thousand
rupees ! It was just a nice gesture for other performers, but for me
it was one more month in Pune... And with that money I could
extend my stay and I got the job !!
So...it was difficult to fire it. At that time I was not really sure
what to do in life. So was literally dragging myself. Then all of a
sudden I found this ray of hope in this course... After two years
of gap after double graduation, for the first time, I was doing
something which was really making me happy. Everyday there
used to be a small session at my hostel about this new perspective to look at life. All my dear friends used to enjoy my excited
talk. Besides a depressing job, that was the best period in my life.
Had friends from various states, various religions, caring for each
other, sharing every single bit of experience that all of us were
having in the new city. It was more than a family for us. I was
finding myself lucky to earn enough to be here. I might have
thought to continue this way of life forever but that time I did not
know what I don't know...
With this background, I was listening to Gole sir.. getting
amazed everyday with his comments and views on day to day
life. Even today to remember one incident... It was inaugural day
of Dinanath Mangeshkar hospital. Everybody in the city was
feeling very proud of Lata Mangeshkar who made this happen.
But Sir had very different opinion about it . . . He said more n'
more hospitals in a city is a very negative sign . . . that means
your health is deteriorating very fast and nobody seems to take
effort on mitigating the cause that makes us ill. We need to avoid
people to get admitted in the hospital and make them healthy. I
thought that, it is not that one would not want to do such things
but it is just that we don't know this way to look out; we are not
trained to do so. But oppositely we follow all conventional, technology based solutions which might cure problem temporarily
but we never try to erect systems which would not create problems . . . Such a basic and simple thought but we are never cautious enough to look at life in such a simple way . . . All of a
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sudden I felt like some corner in my brain is getting enlightened . . .
The other week the other old man came in the picture. With
his lecture on evolution of earth, we just fell in love with him,
earth, plants, atmosphere, everything in nature . . . it was beloved
Mahajan sir. Ohh . . . the way he taught us botany, various facts
about plants and most importantly its significance in life, in restoration work, it was just enlightening. This was very different
than the botany I learnt back in my college. Every time after his
lecture I used to tell myself, in life I should be able to teach like
him . . .
Throughout the year both these teachers were sowing seeds
in our minds that are growing forever! The Course was full of
enthusiastic classes, field tours, guest lectures which kept on enriching my experience and knowledge to look at nature. Then it
was Gole madam who used to explain abiotic factors and its
linkages with biotic using nice diagrams. I am very thankful to
these teachers who helped me frame my thoughts, vision and
goal for life. I was eager to apply this knowledge somewhere . . .
was kind of in hurry to make it happen. But had no idea how am
I going to do it. Me and Mrunal used to discuss it so many times
that how it can be taken forward. Mrunal had completed the
course two years before me so with her experience we decided to
set up an ecological consultancy. Manasi also joined in. But since
we were not sure of earning money immediately I decided to do
it part time . . .
Again another coincidence was waiting for the better . . . My
company fired almost 1500 employees. Id no. 1331 was one of
them! I was very happy as I would be able to work for consultancy
for full time. I could realize am not the same as I was 6 months
before. With the New Year we formed consultancy named The
Ecological Services. Later we renamed it as Oikos for ecological
services. So the work was started on a small patch of an acre. We
tried to develop habitats over there, did plantations, which gave
positive results within a year. Meanwhile we also got a huge task
in Varasgaon catchment. We had to survey 3000 acres in a year. So
we developed a best schedule, to be on site for 4 days a week! It
was really a feast for all of us to spend four days a week in
western ghats! With recently learnt forest ecosystem, we could
easily analyze the landscape but were facing little difficulty to
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design restoration techniques. So we took Gole sir over there just
to take advance course in practical implementation of restoration.
Since labor was readily available we could implement restoration
techniques or other green activities, but then we realized that we
still had to learn the costing, budgeting, estimations of quantities
of materials, specifications etc. which is necessary for execution
at large scale.
I was quite enjoying the work but was little shy against my
urban partners. They could look at it as business very easily, but
I took quite a while to understand it and also them . . . we would
only speak about projects, business, money, work. With my hostels background, I always used to think that we need to be good
friends to work together than just partners. For the first time in
my life I was watching neutrality in individualism so closely.
Passion to work for nature and little experience in it got us
few new projects, which were mostly of planning kind. We still
were not much confident to execute any restoration work on our
own, though we would design the restoration plan perfectly. But
simultaneously our expertise to analyse nature, recognise its potential and understand its problems was increasing.
In 2005, Mrunal decided to set up a different consultancy for
carbon trading. It was quite a big change for us . . . quite upsetting situation for me. Out of curiosity I searched for carbon credits and it really made me think a lot again . . . about this field,
what I like about my work, my vision and ways to take it ahead
or improve it . . . till date I was just engrossed in doing work the
way it was coming to me. I was using my brain, not heart. Obviously something was missing . . . So now I decided to go by my
heart . . . And all inner values started peeping put which were
suppressed against some strange fear . . .
I also tried to know the significance of our work once again.
Is it really the right way to work for nature? Then I also critically
looked at the problems happening around me at local as well as
global scale. Of course there were many problems in each sector
like education, health, environment, agriculture, energy, but with
Gole sirs lessons in the back of my mind, I could see mainly two
problems i.e. increasing consumption and change in land use
pattern. First problem was leading to all human related problems
at personal and societal level and was also destroying more and
more natural resources. Though this problem was not new, it's
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rate was increased incredibly within a short duration, especially
in metros like Pune, Mumbai, Bangalore etc., may be due to
sudden increase in buying power of an individual working for
information technology and related fields. Those were the years
when the trend of call centers was getting established, which
would give job to individuals with basic education and pay them
high salary. I don't know if it is related or just coincidence but this
has really set a trend to pay highest salaries even in other fields.
Result of all this is increasing consumption of goods which cannot be called as our need and also increase in consumption of
energies of various kinds. Source for both the entities was nature,
so environmental problems also got highlighted. This could be
because somebody was also getting highly paid to put up this
problem so that another industry would rise to solve it! I thought
carbon trading could be one of them. Also many other industries
related to environment were getting established which mitigate
problems with lot of expenditure of energy, and pollution, if not
at local level but somewhere else. That year one new Eco bike
was introduced. People were happy that pollution will be zero
due to electrically charged vehicle, but nobody was really concerned about the pollution caused at source where electricity is
generated, nobody was concerned about the pollution of the batteries once its life is over. Then how such solutions could be
ecologically friendly? Consumption just increases.. Be it so called
Eco-friendly products or any other product . . . Everybody was
craving for various goods . . .
The other problem in the decade was change in the land use
pattern. How natural and rural areas could be saved from the hit
of globalisation. Against ever increasing establishment and growth
of industry, demand for mining, mega projects like power plants
were changing the natural landscapes to a great extent. Now
farmers, for whom agriculture was never a profit making business, also started selling off their lands to urban people, developers. That would get them handsome money which would get
spent on the same stuff due to lack of education and vision for
future. Actually even if education is there, right application of
education is never taught. So be it rural or urban, every person
craves for short term comfort more than a long term need. And
having comforts is unending so also the production of goods
imparting comforts. How can we stop this ever increasing pro-
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duction against limited resources and energy?
Looking at these problems, I thought how can I best deal
with these problems or try to dilute it? Looking at my likings,
experience, capacity, I decided to work to minimise impact of
change in land use pattern . . . YES . . . restoration of degraded
lands and integration of ecologically apt techniques and ecologically apt management in various projects could be one of the
appropriate solutions, which we had already started. It is just
that I wanted to reconfirm it. Of course there is need to change
education system, policies, laws etc. to see a better future. . . I
decided wherever possible I would love to take this subject ahead
at all these levels . . . And I just thought that I would enjoy it and
would be satisfied if I put my best to it. Now I could just see a
very clear path for my business or work I should say . . . business,
in conventional sense, is too hard word for this.
I shared all my suppressed thoughts with Manasi. We started
with new understanding of each other and with the same old
perspective. Got new projects . . . Very few of those were pure
restoration projects, most of them were integration of restoration
in conventional projects. We thought, such integration would also
change psyche of people to look at nature in a positive way,
which ultimately might be expressed in less consumption of resources, less expenditure of limited storages of energy and wise
use of unlimited storages of energy. But when it used to come to
execution of restoration, since this was new kind of work, no
contractor or engineer would know about it. So we had to develop specifications on our own. We started physically trying out
certain work at site, so we could estimate the duration, required
man power etc. due to which today we can help people easily
with specifications for execution of restoration techniques along
with its budgeting. Manasis engineering background was of great
help. Today we also have a small team for execution for such
kind of work.
In 2008 I happened to be a member of Pune tree authority
and I got to see bureaucracy and politics little closely. There are
15 ruling corporators and 15 nominated members. Tree act says
that member should be an expert. But it is not mentioned what
kind of expert, with which degree, how much experience etc. So
maximum members are just tree lovers who are not able to
analyse/judge the situation scientifically and rationally. There is
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a competition in between corporators of various parties, so, many
times, if one would propose to save a tree other one would just
oppose. There is no rational judgment . . . Me and Tasneem, (the
other member of PTA and also a Society student) used to wonder
at it, how such an important authority can function like this.
Everybody knows that corruption is everywhere but I had never
imagined that it would be also at a small scale and that of a tree.
We had to spend five years over there so there was no point in
going against them, as they were 28 and we were 2! So we decided to work in a friendly way, we developed a rapport with
few of them. And I realized, they are getting paid very minimally,
as compared to the private sector. So obviously to enjoy the market goods and facilities, that much money is not enough. Negative things start happening many times very easily if you have
power in hand. If they are paid enough, and also if they are
educated rightly, to survive happily, they might work in a better
way. But how much is enough? Big question . . . What I think is
government should have very well designed policies (most of the
times those are good) along with systems to implement precisely.
For better future of the nation, government needs to work with
ecological experts to come up with ideal land use plan for town,
state, nation. Local economy based on consumption of local resources should be encouraged. At least day to day needs should
be satisfied through local resources and local energy. Thanks to
Gole Sir for making us realize about the problems and its ecological solutions . . .
But how to achieve it practically? What is the process for this
change? Am sure, many of Gole Sir's students have changed
themselves individually but how to apply it to this ever increasing population, without going much against nature? How to reach
out . . .? Another article would start here . . .
Ketaki Ghate
B.Sc. (Chemistry), B.Sc. (Botany) / Founder and
Managing partner of ecological consultancy oikos for ecological services

My Introduction To Life!

Feb, 2012. Its been 10 years since we started working as
Ecological consultants. Today if I think of the past, what was the
trigger that ignited the wish to be in this field? As I remember, I
always admired animals, wildlife since childhood. But the love
for animals is not enough to work for nature. It could have remained just as a hobby or may be I would have continued to
work as a volunteer for NGO like WILD I was associated for 45 years.
I should say I was destined to join the Diploma course by
Ecological Society in July, 2001. I had been planning to do the
course since its beginning, but the best period for me was 200102. The evening classes at Aksharnandan were becoming more
and more interesting as Gole sir started taking subjects like History of civilisation, effect of surroundings on human behaviour
and development, changes occurred due to industrialisation, evolution of man from hunter-gatherer to agriculturist. Though we
have learned few of these subjects during schools, it comes as an
eye-opener when Sir used to link the human development to
environment.
The sessions on Environmental economics were a kind of
shock treatment. They were very interesting when one hears them
from Gole Sir and we all felt that oh yes, this is so true. But the
subject is also little difficult to digest n' explain, its like one
understands clearly in the class, but you can not explain it to
others or write it down in your own words. So, we had even
requested sir to take revision of Economic classes. It took more
than 3 years to digest this subject after actually working for land
and restoration. After each lecture, I could understand the failure
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of current economic system, hype of technology, and that it had
actually made human life miserable... really? When I heard his
sentences, firstly it started a thought process, how this could be
true, what is the definition of development, or happiness, are we
on a right track, or there should be some change in life. I am sure
each student must be getting a shock of life that all those years of
education, working, were actually going in a very wrong direction. Then? When we learn this it creates lot of frustration and
again thinking starts, what next? How we can avoid the ill effects
on nature due to our development or even turn around to a better
life? If the life that we are leading and aiming is damaging nature
so much then what could be the best alternative?
These first 2-3 months gave a real understanding of life, a
perspective to look at Nature, and realisation of the wrong direction of technological development.
This re-introduction to life created many questions. Here the
dilemma always remains that Is the easy, technologically advanced modern life giving us peace of mind? Are we able to
cope up with the fast changes and urban life style? Are we not
forcing ourselves to earn more for more physical comforts? If
the comforts that we gain could soothe our mind then why we
feel the crave of going to calm village settings for peace?
We were also fortunate to have Prof Mahajan to teach us
about Earths evolution, and plants. He is a wonderful teacher
and adorable human being. The basic knowledge about plants,
their interaction with soil, growth, species in different ecosystems
was taken in detail by Mahajan sir. All the love and knowledge
about plants acquired in later years during field work was due to
his teaching.
After this, was time for learning the life support systems. The
natural resources, interrelations, food chains, energy patterns, laws
of nature, thermodynamics, various ecosystems. Here it was important to know about variety in ecosystems and biodiversity of
India, the various components, stresses due to human development, and finally the measures to bring it back to the healthy
state, Ecological restoration. So, this is the cure for weakened
resources and systems in nature, To restore the land for sustainable future that considers mans basic needs and protection of
biodiversity. So, it is the co-existence which was actually the way
of life of our ancestors that we have now lost totally in modern,
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over consumptive lifestyle.
Learning about restoration, its techniques was possible due
to the Field stations on which Gole sir have worked for years, the
Panshet forest and Wetland restoration and the Phaltan grassland
restoration, the open laboratories. Visionaries like Gole sir think
ahead of time which is actually not understood by masses.
While learning the linkages of Man  Nature, I was becoming
more assured that this is the field of my liking and would like to
work in any way for ecology. Again it was Gole sir who triggered
a new stream of work in our minds. It was Dec 2001, people had
started purchasing land in countryside areas, and developing
these lands for farm houses, cultivation was becoming popular.
But this was not at all in tune with nature. Few of them also
wanted to do some things on land for nature, birds, so planted
trees. But this process of conventional land development even
though aimed for nature was neither in a planned manner nor
proved good for Nature. So, Sir had suggested that we should
contact these land owners and give them ways to conserve nature on their land. This initiated our business in this field of
ecological management in Jan 2002. At every step of our work,
we would constantly remember the teachings of Gole sir, Mahajan
sir and Gole madam that helped us to take this non-conventional
work ahead.
Throughout these 10 years of ecological land management
work at oikos for ecological services, we have always been supported by all the three Gurus very positively and still seek their
help in work.
The course basically gave me a perspective to look at life
differently. It developed a balanced and neutral outlook towards
technology, its use as a tool, its limitations. And most importantly
it developed a thought process how much is enough and what is
right or wrong. So I could analyse each small and large decision
in life based on its real need in my life. This really reduces our
dependence on market, technology, modern amenities. Most balanced view is, technology is a tool, it should not become our life.
Today when we travel to remote parts, in hilly villages, I always
feel that in India technology have erupted suddenly out of no
where and is changing lives of thousands. Our people are not
competent enough to accept the change and use this tool wisely.
As quoted by Gole sir, each person should become a Consci-
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entious consumer, only then will the problems of environmental
degradation reduce to some extent. So, at personal level I always
try to become one who can make difference between the need
and greed. I felt very happy when my parents shared the same
view and tried to change few things in their lives and thoughts.
It is important that the eco-friendly actions by us influence other
people, only then this movement will increase. And when one is
proud of doing an eco-wise practice, people tend to follow. So,
simple living should become a status symbol to have large scale
change in community.
Similarly, we try to follow the decentralisation principle in
our work. Use local knowledge, local technology, local plants,
local resources, materials . . . though this is against globalisation
and world trade, ecologically this is the best practice to achieve.
I now feel that it is our responsibility to take ahead our teachers' thoughts, vision and dreams. The strong thought-base both
sirs have created in our mind always keeps me on track when
working on land for conservation and restoration. Fortunately
we got good land owners who had faith in us and we could work
on many interesting projects.
As rightly said by Gole sir, it is important to change our
education to accommodate the eco-perspective. Today the education revolves around increasing wants and needs of people so as
to flourish the market economy. Our economy aims at increasing
consumption of intermediate goods. This will change if our
young generation knows the ill effects of over-population, high
speed development and rampant increase in technological development on environment and human health. Sir dreams of starting an eco-school where the subjects will have strong base of
ecology and students will learn to take care of their natural resources first.
I am sure that every student who joins the diploma course
and understands these connections strongly feels that there should
be some change in the whole system. What I take from here is we
should re-unite and start taking actions in our small group for
widening the circle, start an eco-movement. There are so many
ways that will give us a chance to work for nature and satisfy our
souls. Right from policies to everyday living, our eco-group can
work together to make a difference. When I think of taking a
career in this subject, I immediately imagine different areas of
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work, like teaching, nursery, best of waste, research in ecology,
restoration, resource persons, green architecture, policy advisors,
and many more . . .
In the speed of rampant development, efforts by few like us
make no impact on a greater scale. Now what I see ahead as my
responsibility is to create examples or models of ideal eco-development, eco-life that can be referred to in future. So its important
to make a start! I have already made few steps in this direction . . . I know that one day I will make a better living place for
nature and me, though on a small scale . . .
Manasi Karandikar
B.E. (Instru), M.Sc. (Env. Sc.) / Founder and
Managing partner of ecological consultancy oikos for ecological services

In Search Of Ecology!

It was the end of the course of master degree on May 2004
and I heard about a society studying ecological aspects of the
environment development directed by a well known ecologist
and ornithologist of India. He and his professional crew along
with many other ecological researchers were conducting a course
on one of the most controversial environmental issues of the
current world titled Sustainable Development of Natural Resources and Conservation. I always was concerned about natural
resources conservation then became fascinated with the course
and its unique team of education.
It was the first time that I practically engaged in a restoration
project and perceived that by changing our view on development
activities we can expect more natural rehabilitation around us, a
concept which was improving our knowledge about environmental development. The most important thing during the course
and specially its field studies was to find ways to know how to
look at nature around and how to use it for development purposes but in the highly sustainable way, a very deep ecological
view considering all biotic and abiotic factors in the same value
and in a very deep relationship. Ive learned that in any environmental studies I must consider whole landscape which may
include many different ecosystems. This view transmitted to me
by training programmes with fieldworks in different ecosystems.
During the programme I was enlightened by scientists from various fields of natural studies; ecology, ornithology, geomorphology, botany, etc. Having all these precious sources of sciences
around, in field visits helped me to have a panoramic view of
environment around me and to better understand the human
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urge to green. It was a very unique experience which I really
miss it!
In the restoration project I attended every week visit on a hill
degraded through quarrying activities. Area was a part of Pune
city and I could imagine how it was fascinating before damage
and I noticed how it would affect the microclimate of the area
after restoration practice. We learned for restoration of a degraded
land we should sow it with native plants, weed it by hand, reseeded the area and remove the exotic invaders and so on. It was
amazing when I understood during regular visits of the site, that
nature was trying to rehabilitate it and how we can help to speed
up ecological succession.
Travelling about 40km far from Pune city to monitor and
study on Panshet dam catchment area, made me more familiar
with the subtropical species besides increasing my knowledge
about social aspects of India. A restored forest which you praise,
all activities had done by societys team to restore it and give it a
new life. I still remember such unique tranquility and calm that I
experienced whenever I had visited the area.
Amazingly biodiversity was a ubiquitous concept in all fields
that I visited during the course especially in Western Ghats, and
this was a great opportunity for an environmental apprentice like
me. I never forget when I suddenly observed a camouflaged
beautiful green bird on the tree, the Green Pigeon (maybe Treron
bicincta), or watching Crocodile (Palustris palustris) patrolling
around our boat, a bamboo forest, charming white epiphytic orchids and attractive scenes of Western Ghats nature, beautiful
and very clean villages with traditional dishes using banana leaves,
starry nights and of course all my friends.
I visited places and people with models of sustainably practices of alternative development; a well developed husbandry on
one side and on the other improving grass land which was responsible to degrading, or a bamboo factory that was planning
for less impact on nature . . . .
I should mention about other aspects of the course which
was free access to a small but satisfactory library at the Ecological
Society office which was kindly provided by chairman of the
society to participants. That was another lesson for me and I
decided to dedicate my sources for public awareness.
After the programme, because of all the variable tasks I was
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assigned, I have learned critical skills that I am taking with me
wherever I work. I joined many developing projects studying
anthropocentric activities and their impacts on natural resources.
The penchant of humans to have more comfort and efficiency
with its concomitant deforestation and degradation of natural
habitat for thousands of species made me more concerned about
the impact assessment and how to manage more sustained and
less harmful line of progress.
Pune is the largest city in the Western Ghats and the second
largest in the Maharashtra after Mumbai. As far as I know Ecological Society and other NGOs at Pune in the field of ecology
and environment have played an important role in both research
and education, not only in the city and Maharashtra state but
even their scientific experiences imported by Central Government. Pune has a reputation for being the Oxford of the east, with
highly educated people and therefore more potential to understand the lifes problems and also participation in any activities
regarding restoration of what we have degraded and preserving
what we less touched. We know about patterns of human response to indoor and outdoor environments. People are not passive in outdoor settings; their activities and behaviour are based
on their understanding and processing of environment-based
information and this information should be conveyed by environmental awareness, which I think goes on in many sectors of
Pune city.
Since this course is a dynamic programme with always new
knowledge of the world, I hope to get another chance to participate in it again as many students have tried it for many times.
Mandana Nezmi
M.Sc. Environmental Science

A Catalyst To Enlightened Minds

The Ecological Society Course
I came to know about the Ecological Society and its course in
2006 by accident. The course content seemed very impressive. By
this time, I had already begun reading about environmental issues. I was thrilled to know about a course that covered fields as
wide as economics, social sciences, geology, botany, and eco-restoration and immediately wanted to join.
The journey through the course was fascinating and humbling. Here I was, knowing a lot of things about global finance,
Fortune 500 companies, technology, and management, but if someone was to ask me to identify a tree or a bird in my neighborhood, I couldnt do it. Throughout the course, it was disappointing
to learn that along our quest for technological knowledge and socalled progress, man has forgotten a lot of wisdom about nature.
This humbling of ones knowledge or this disappointment
about our progress, is very characteristic of the course and it
happens to most students who take it. But it is valuable, for such
frustration is the foundation for a lot of self-directed learning by
the student. This learning, along with further reflection, and ultimately action, will lead to sustainability.
Experiential learning, from field trips and camps, is another
important feature of the course. Apart from the course content, I
was very impressed by the course faculty. All of them are not
only highly knowledgeable about their respective fields, but also
are teaching advanced-level students in those fields for years. Yet
they didnt mind teaching us the ABCs of rock or river formation,
ecosystems, or village economics in India. They take great inter-
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est in interdisciplinary teaching, are very approachable, and really want their students to develop a passion for understanding
sustainability issues.
The most interesting aspect of the course is it refrains from
directing students to a fixed set of actions or dogma about how
sustainability is to be achieved. Rather, it lays out all the facts and
encourages the students to connect the dots and reflect. Even if a
student may not become a sustainability practitioner immediately, this thinking continues in the background, and students
make choices about work and lifestyle more meaningfully in their
lives.
Some thoughts
This course and further reflection helped me develop a framework with four imperatives that can be used to understand
progress towards sustainability.
 Unconsumption : We need to cut down consumption drastically as it is a root cause of the environmental problems we
have. If consumers simply stop consuming goods/services that
are directly or indirectly harming the environment, producers
will automatically stop producing them. Unconsumption is
akin to attending Alcoholics Anonymous or to the painful
financial deleveraging that is expected to happen globally.
 Ecological Restoration : All sorts of unconsumption will still
not be enough, because we have damaged ecosystems to a
point where many of the 7 billion humans are already short of
basic resources like water. Enormous loss of biodiversity has
also happened. So active restoration of ecosystems needs to be
a major part of the solution. As Prof. Gole says : Everyone
needs to be an environmentalist now.
 Economics and Business 2.0 : We need to revisit the traditional
paradigm about work, wages, business, technology, and trade
so that the damage done, particularly from choices made over
the last 160 years, can be reversed. Consumption-centric economics, as taught by capitalist powers, needs to be either shown
the door or moulded very differently. Business and work needs
to move away from the masculine extreme it follows today
and explore timeless feminine values to make it more purposeful and less stressful.
 Spirituality : Given mans pleasure-seeking mental make-up,
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the above three objectives are hard to achieve by becoming
completely rational. Spirituality will help us see why we need
to consume less, restore nature, and work and trade differently. Throughout history, spirituality has been a force in restoring balance whenever mans actions swayed to the extreme.
The interesting food for thought is that there are links between all of the above. Achieving all of them together will be
wonderful. These four imperatives are not theoretical but can be
used to guide real choices at individual and societal level. Many
sustainability proponents are likely to find their passion in one or
more of these four areas.
Based on the above and the environmental movement around
us, I also reached these conclusions :
 Sustainability is a journey. There is no point fretting for a desired end state because it is certainly not coming in our lifetimes. The best we can do is to form a set of guiding principles
and use it to direct choices as an individual and as a community, and hope that future generations carry the torch.
 Sustainability is a deeply personal journey, like Satyagraha or
Buddhism. There is a lot more that an environmentalist can
demonstrate through his/her personal choices, than holding
global conferences to talk about environmental issues to no
end.
 Rather than being constant and vocal critics to impact policymakers decision-making, environmentalists should focus on
making the policy-makers more educated about sustainability
and help them in sorting through the constraints they face.
Criticism has its value, but education and coaching is even
more valuable at this stage.
 Sustainability education is a major part of passing the torch.
Virtually every one of us needs be involved in such education
in some form or another. All schools, not just alternative
ones, need to make true sustainability education a significant
part of the curriculum, probably from Grade 3, all the way to
University. Kids first need to truly love nature, before we can
expect them to protect it. Most importantly, parent will have to
demonstrate adherence to sustainability through their actions,
not just rely on school education.
 Expanding the concept of carbon footprint to natural resource
footprint and further to extended resource footprint will be
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key. These terms need to be a part of civil society dialog on a
mass scale. People need to be aware that virtually any consumption decision has a direct or indirect footprint. Take the
simple example of fitness. On face value, going to the gym to
stay fit has nothing to do with the environment. But notice that
by simply going to the gym, we : 1. Increase carbon emissions
if we use a personal vehicle 2. Increase carbon footprint if we
use gym equipment that uses electricity, 3. Indirectly support
polluting industries like mining and plastics, because all that
gym equipment needs metal and rubber to produce. To minimize this indirect footprint, one needs to then focus on alternatives like Yoga and running which do not need any equipment.
And finally, burning calories while planting trees or restoring
a stream or even plain housework (e.g. washing clothes as an
alternative to using washing machines) is better than doing
Yoga in a room because it has the added advantage of achieving unconsumption/ecological restoration. The pursuit of true
sustainability is going to need this kind of self-scrutiny from
almost everyone.
 Business leaders is another group that environmentalists need
to approach and educate methodically about sustainability issues. If an entrepreneur starts a company that grows to 1,000
people, he is responsible for creating a 1,000 jobs, which is
often considered good for the society. At the same time, he is
also responsible for all the direct resource footprint of the business he created (e.g. carbon emissions from the flights that the
companys employees take), as well as the indirect footprint
(e.g. the 1000 employees commuting to work, food miles of all
the food that gets transported to the companys canteen, and
so on).
 Middle class morality is an interesting sociological force. When
sustainability enters collective middle class morals in a major
way, we will experience an inflection point.
Only when our individual and collective crimes towards the
environment sink deeply into our psyche, we will see some change
in terms of challenging tightly held values like GDP growth,
business scale, or career success.
My (slow) march to sustainability
At the personal and professional level, I started using a track-
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ing tool to measure progress on sustainability. It has 4 categories
as below and as examples I have included some decisions and
failures, on my part.
Big things than I could achieve
 Personally: Stayed away from typical trappings like a farmhouse, bigger car, more gadgets, more vacation trips, more
clothes, furniture, interiors, etc because they all are non-essential consumption and fatten our resource footprint.
 Professionally: I had started a market research company and to
develop it would mean 1. To visit clients in US/UK often to get
more business and 2. To hire more employees in India to do
the work. However, the above framework helped me to challenge a lot of this traditional thinking which would have led to
more trappings on the business front. e.g. All those overseas
marketing trips would mean more carbon emissions on flights.
As an employer, if I hire employees to come to a far-away
place, Id be indirectly responsible for their carbon emissions
when they commute. At one point, all this felt like paralysis
by analysis and it was clear that business growth would suffer
due to such self-imposed constraints. But over time, I refrained
from expansion and continued to earn wages alone as a professional. Eventually I gave up an office and started working
from home, thus avoiding any significant carbon emissions
related to work.
Small things that I could achieve
 As a family we started systematic sorting and recycling of all
our dry waste and brought it down by almost 80%.
 We ran trials to process organic waste or make an organic
garden, but had to give it up due to space and other constraints. At this point, we are separating the organic waste and
providing it to PMC.
 We started consuming organic vegetables and having a larger
variety of grains in the food, rather than just rice and wheat.
 Making children more aware of nature, ecosystems, and the
environmental problems we face.
 Stopped accepting plastic bags and carrying cloth bags instead
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Big things that I have not achieved as yet
 To give up all personal vehicle emissions (at least in the city) is
very important but we have not managed to do it. Though we
cut down on many discretionary trips, we have had to rely on
a car considering the distances in the city, the time wasted in
catching a bus, bus routes, and other constraints.
 To actively participate in a real Ecological Restoration project
is on my wish list but somehow not yet managed to do this.
 Getting rid of electricity guzzlers like refrigerator, microwave,
and washing machine, without which it is possible to live, just
by making a few adjustments
Small things that I have not achieved as yet
 Cutting electricity and gas use by a significant % should be
possible, by utilizing alternatives like eco-friendly stoves, traditional lamps, and manual labor, but somehow we have not
yet taken enough small steps to do this.
 Use of natural alternatives to things like toothpaste, soap, and
washing powder
 Something as simple as moving milk out of the refrigerator
long before heating it, so that less cooking gas is utilized
 Many more
(Note that small and big decisions will be relative, and
vary from person to person).
As evident, this tool can help anyone assess in an honest,
transparent way their real progress towards sustainability, not
just intellectual awareness. Particularly, listing the failures is a
constant and useful reminder on how much more an individual
needs to do. It is clear that plain lethargy is a culprit in most of
the inaction towards environment.
The future
There is a group of thinkers believing in rational optimism,
which means: Since mankind somehow overcame all problems in
history (thanks to science, technology, globalization, etc), there is
reason to believe that we will also overcome the environmental
crisis through such tools and just by being rational.
I disagree with this thesis. Our history shows that emotions
have ruled our decisions as much as reason and we have often
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come to the brink of disaster because of emotions. E.g. Prior to
the recent financial crisis, the global financial system did have all
types of checks and balances in theory (e.g. Big banks had risk
management systems). However none of this worked in the face
of overwhelming psychological forces like greed, competition,
herd behavior, ignorance of complexity, and this time its different types of mentality.
But I also feel optimistic that we will eventually overcome
the environmental crisis, not because of reason, but exactly because we are emotional animals:
 All the guilt about messing up the ecosystems will finally
enter the common psyche.
 In the worst case scenario, a lot of people may lose their loved
ones to climate change disasters. This will create a sense of loss
and shock at our actions and self-control will be finally triggered.
 Whatever spirituality and love for nature thats left in the average persons mind will be appealed as we lose nature and
biodiversity at an unprecedented rate.
Sustainability will not spread via policy-making. The fractured progress of Kyoto at the global level and countless failures
to protect environment at the national and local level are testaments to this.
Sustainability will spread via stories, as it always has: Stories
of principled individuals and families sacrificing materialistic
progress to control their resource footprint, Stories of businesses
proactively measuring themselves to the highest environmental
standards, Stories of NGOs relentlessly spreading the green message over decades, Stories of leaders going against the establishment to bring environment to the top of social agenda.
It is up to each one of us to write our story.
In Ayn Rands Atlas Shrugged, talented entrepreneurs and
innovators exit the bureaucratic, corrupt world when they do not
get the recognition and freedom for their ideas. They set up a
separate community where its a free market, ideas are implemented freely, and due credit and respect is given for them.
Ironically, Ayn Rand would be very happy today. Her ideals,
namely respect and freedom for individual ideas and their innovators, capitalistic free markets, and domination of man over
nature to create new man made things, have all been realized.
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Entrepreneurs and industrialists are todays Gods while environmentalists are considered a nuisance.
It might be interesting for environmentalists and sustainability
proponents to consider the same tool to make the society realize
the value of their ideas. Exit the world and head to far-away
communes/eco-villages where you can show sustainability in
practice and live your values. Let the world realize your importance the hard way. When the world collapses under the weight
of material pursuits, it will have no option but to come to you
and take your values seriously.
Yogesh Pathak
BE (Univ. of Bombay), MS (Michigan State Univ.) and
MBA (Georgia Institute of Technology) /
Management consultant

About Ecological Society

Ecological society, this institute played a very important role
in my life. It all started with want to do something new, want
to learn something different and ended up here. When I joined
I did not have a very clear idea of what the course is going to
cover but it was not far away from our day to day lives. At the
end It was about perceptions.
We all love being with nature, trees, birds, sea, landscape. But
thats about it. Nature is getting destroyed day by day and it is
very visible from our changing surrounding. Can we do something? The question was unanswered. At the end of course some
of the questions were answered and for a few answers we need to
introspect our day to day life and our profession.
We had started home-stay in Ratnagiri which is known for its
natural beauty. We decided to develop this small venture. By that
time I had joined the Ecological Societys course. As an interior
designer I had always thought, am destroying nature very badly
by using lots and lots of wood for my designing. What should I
use? Metal? All of us would say oh yes metal, we should use
metal to save our trees. How wrong I was. Trees grow fast and
can be used in next 20 years. But metal needs energy and essentially consume fossil fuel. Fossil fuel can never be created by
humans, in their life time. That does not mean, cut the trees
however you want to. But at least you can do farming of good
quality wood and use more bio mass than fossil fuel. So we
decided to use natural traditional materials, local materials. Like
bamboo, wood, grass, earth tiles for roofing material, and plain
simple handmade cow dung flooring and that itself saved our
cost, time, and also all local villagers got work. It also saved our
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air-conditioning expense.
Earlier I had always loved structures which were building
with natural material . . . but Society s course made me realize
that its so much of cost and energy saving.
We had always (incorrect) believed that Nature means trees
and more trees. What is biodiversity? Its such a simple thing
which is all related to humans. Just imagine we all humans would
look exactly same like each other . . . height, skin colour, weight,
voice, . . . its all same . . . we dont even want to think that . . . its
the same with nature, combination of different trees, shrubs,
grasses . . . . How monoculture is affecting the environment!
I will give you one simple example . . . when we see a nice
lush green tree we all say . . . wow . . . it's such an amazing green
big tree . . . and as soon as the leaf gets old and fall on the ground
it's garbage? How come leaf become garbage? Even I use to think
similarly. But then it all changed by the time we finished the
course. Rather than green deserts of an array of single beautiful
looking trees, I started appreciating the value of biodiversity and
self sufficiency nature establishes with biodiversity. Now I create
awareness in my guests, telling them about how self sufficient
our villages are.
Tourism should be increased but it should be responsible
one. We all city people want to spend some good time every
weekend. So we always try to travel for the places which are full
of nature. But how many of us travel responsibly. We have started
few things at our Home stay like no plastic waste zone, save
some electricity, water, No mineral water policy which is been
followed.
This a bit of all which I learned in the course. There are lot of
other elements which this course make you think and do practically like conservation of land, about sea etc., in day to day lives.
Overall I can say the course has given a complete different viewpoint to look around things in my profession and I know it is just
a beginning.
Medha Sahastrabudhhe
Diploma in Interior Design / Owner of
Home stay resort Atithi Parinay

Understanding Instinctive Connection
With Nature

We have an instinctive connection with nature. The course
made me understand how that works.
In times of lost identities, the course gave me a sense of
belonging, a sense of stakeholdership in this beautiful planet we
call home. While ecology turned out to be a study of how our
home works, economy became a lesson in home management.
The evolution of the planet blurred the difference between
living and non-living. The accident of life united us all beyond
time and space boundaries.
Understanding ecological processes taught me about cyclic
nature of evolution and extinction, as it also tends towards equilibrium. Biodiversity and inter-relations between species brought
forward the values of humility and neutral co-operation.
Geological processes brought a new dimension to the scale of
time and space.
Understanding of energy flow in eco-systems demonstrated
efficiency of nature. The concept of energy brought forth the
impact of anthropogenic activities.
Concepts of internal and external sources of energy became
clear. The laws of Thermodynamics provided a basis to evaluate
current technological system vis-a-vis systems from earlier modes
of human habitation like hunter-gatherers, pastoral nomads, and
prevalent agricultural settlements.
The course presented the diverse working patterns of different eco-systems. It connected anthropogenic adaptation to biodiversity. The course brought forth the concept of bio-economies,
an ecological basis for development.
We were exposed to restoration efforts in grasslands, wet-
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lands and drought-prone areas.
We were inspired by role-models who have worked in the
field of conservation, rural development and lifestyle solutions.
Amongst the most important facts of sustainability I learnt at
the course, was the classification of needs. Most of our lives,
urban citizens work to fulfill needs which are intermediate ones.
The basic needs are left to external agencies to be generated. This
formed a major part of my action plan after the course  the basic
needs.
Materialistically, the basic needs would be food, clothing and
shelter in that order. I learnt that community living, harmonious
co-existing with other species and a life of spiritual growth are as
basic and important as the natural needs.
Of the material needs, I have been closely involved in the
study of shelter. As an architect, understanding sustainable habitat and its inter-relation with ecological balance in the planet has
been a subject of research throughout my training and professional career. So I set out to research the other two  food and
clothing.
During the course we organized a Seminar on various aspects of food. It covered research on traditional concepts of healthy
food, diversity of food in relation to diversity of biogeographic
zones in Maharashtra, cooking systems, farming alternatives, organic farming, city farming and forest food. It also gave us to
cook and enjoy food like a community, staying overnight at a
farm.
The research opened new avenues for many of us to get
sustainable returns of their basic need. I went on to attend a
workshop on parraculture.
After the course, I set out to look at various sources of sustainable food generation. My search introduced me to the Organic Farmers Collective near Pune.
In the sphere of sustainable shelter, my outlook has been
greatly influenced by the pioneer of cost-efficient housing in India, Shri. Lawrie Baker. I have trained under him in Kerala for a
year and have been practising on similar lines for the last ten
years. For the initial years of my practice, I had focussed on
reducing the consumption of energy-intensive materials like cement and steel. Since I have loved the course and understood
earth and timber better, I am now able to design and build build-
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ings without any cement or steel at all. We can replace these with
mud, liane and wood.
I owe my learnings to some teachers in my training years and
to the many nameless teachers in the form of craftsman of regional architecture. The knowledge of vegetation helped me significantly to reduce consumption of timbers like teak, sal, etc.
Documentation of regional construction revealed the varied use
of timbers for varied puposes.
A timber roof in the Kokan could have as many as 6 different
secondary local timbers used as per their strength, insect resistance and availability.
Also this ensures the measured use of wood from the first
and does not promote mindless lumbering and monoculture.
I have worked in Maharashtra, Goa, Gujarat and Madhya
Pradesh responding to the local climate, topography and biological resource. Apart from material needs and resources, I have
found that this culture forms an important parameter to shape
the shelters for people of a particular region.
We have largely reduced our dependence on computers for
our professional work. We orient our working team and the climate about a sustainable approach in all aspects of the project.
My interest in pedagogy lead me to share my experience
with students of architecture. After the course, I modified my
teaching syllabus to an ecological basis, and soon, I started discussing a subject which discovered the relation of Ecology and
Architecture. In this weekly elective, we get exposed to the basic
theory of ecology. Students are introduced to various eco-systems
around Mumbai. The city is analyzed with a perspective of natural resources and natural boundaries. The forest and lakes in the
heart of Mumbai are a unique eco-system and the coastal ecosystem presents good biodiversity to study.
Students look at biodiversity through diversity in lifestyle,
culture and finally architecture.
We study the linkages between Watersheds and human settlements. We study Architectural patterns in the native regions where
the students come from. This links them to the natural ecosystems, livelihood of people based on biodiversity of the region
and its reflection in their basic need of shelter, which translates
into regional Architecture. We are preparing bilingual booklets
which archive these studies. There would be a handy resource for
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students in Maharashtra and India, to understand Regional Architecture in more dimensions than what is popularly discussed.
The effects of current development patterns are discussed to
generate an opinion and a plan of action for the social and political spheres.
We also study sustainable and progressive efforts in the field
of restoration, conservation, education and architecture.
Based on these principles, I am making improvements in my
everyday life, in basic needs as well as intermediate ones. These
initiatives are noticed and my family and friends do get influenced, even if very slowly. I work with as much humility as I do
with vigour, both of which are invaluable lessons I have learnt
from nature and nature loving people. And it is the course at
Ecological Society that made it possible for me.
Malak Singh
Diploma in Architecture, Professional Experience with
Ar. Lawrie Baker / Practicing and sharing knowledge
on sustainable Architecture

Making Of An Eco-Entrepreneur

Theres no journey that does not change you some. David
Mitchell, novelist.
My journey into Nature started way back in 2003. I can still
vividly recall that day when I met a friend at Garware College in
Pune. It was a meeting that perhaps, changed my whole outlook
about Nature and the environment. We talked shop for a while,
interspersed with the usual banter, and about what we were
doing with our respective professional lives. Gradually, the conversation veered towards the rampant air and water pollution in
Pune and how things were getting worse. We talked about how
our natural resources were being misused, abused and mismanaged. Why wasnt somebody doing something about it? He then
causally mentioned about a year-long course conducted by The
Ecological Society of India. This course, he guaranteed, would be
an eye-opener.
In retrospect, after completing the Sustainable Management
of Natural Resources and Nature Conservation course in 2004, I
am of the view that the course was not an eye-opener. That would
be putting it very mildly. This course opened my eyes, heart and
mind. It opened up every knowledge-seeking pore within me. I
realized that only I had answers to my questions.
The one year that I spent doing the course at The Ecological
Society (TES) was a journey in itself. From the very first session,
I was hooked. I would travel 26 kilometers every alternate day
and never missed a single class. I couldnt afford to miss a single
class. Every lesson, every lecture was a revelation made possible
only because of the experience of Mr. Prakash Gole, founder of
TES. His extensive knowledge about the environment and its
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intricate association with economics made me understand our
natural resources with a whole a new perspective.
Other visiting faculty for the course included the inimitable
Prof. S. D. Mahajan, whose in-depth knowledge of botany and
lucid, interactive style of explanation would make anybody fall
in love with plants and trees. Then there was eminent scientist
Dr. Pramod Moghe, who explained about how to implement the
knowledge gained during the course in our daily lives.
The field trips to various locations and hands-on explanation
of each ecosystem helped me develop a trained eye. I began to
see birds, animals, and trees in a new light, now knowing that
each had its own purpose in ensuring the well-being of humankind. After successfully completing the course in 2004, I joined
up with a few students of my batch to start Ecoscapes, a company
that provided ecological services. However, we had to wind up
because of the professional commitments of our jobs due to which
we could not give it all of our time.
But Ecoscapes sowed the seed of enterprise in me. I knew
that I had to start my own environment-related business, one that
would provide an array of solutions to the problems that plagued
our towns and cities.
Next, I heard of a course in entomology conducted by the
famed Bombay Natural History Society or more popularly known
as BNHS. I immediately enrolled and successfully completed the
course. I also enrolled for the first batch of the ornithology course
jointly conducted by the ELA Foundation and Garware College,
Pune.
I realized that these courses had given me a unique macro as
well as micro perspective of Nature, its ecosystems and related
flora and fauna. I now had a clear picture of what I wanted to do.
I also knew that some alumni friends from The Ecological Society
had set up Oikos, a company that provided ecological services.
This proved that there was a demand for such services.
In 2008, I resigned from my job with a software company to
set up my own environment-related business. It took me two
years to complete the groundwork for my business. In March
2010, I registered my company, Bluewiss Environment Enrichers
Pvt. Ltd. with the Registrar of Companies. The journey that started
that fateful day in 2003 had now borne fruit. And the journey had
only begun.
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Bluewiss Environment Enrichers Pvt. Ltd. provides products,
services, and concepts that help people enrich the natural environment. Bluewiss focuses on maintaining, restoring, and enhancing the local biodiversity and promoting a sustainable way
of living.
Today, in both urban and rural homes alike, adopting sustainable methods of living has become a challenge. However,
Bluewiss believes that sustainable living in an urban area is no
more a myth. Their idea of a sustainable home is one that has a
provision for clean and safe drinking water, chemical-free food,
appropriate use of energy, optimum waste management and as a
result, a healthy mind and body. A sustainable home not only
reduces pollution and waste and is always in sync with its surroundings but also uses the surroundings to replenish and enhance it.
To fulfill these basic requirements of sustainable living,
Bluewiss has designed tools and techniques that can be easily
adapted in our day-to-day lives. The company provides a range
of products, services and concepts for sustainable living; from
natural methods of water purification to growing your own food
within your homes, composting toilets that save water and provide nutrient-rich compost to bricks made out of waste paper.
The rapid economic development leading to a hectic lifestyle
and more resources in the hands of a few has left little room for
eco-friendly living. However, Bluewiss believes that the everincreasing costs of fuel, healthcare services, raw material, food,
water and public amenities will compel people to look for simple,
inexpensive and healthy alternatives such as the ones provided
by Bluewiss.
One of the first activities that I started after The Ecological
Society course was a bird survey in Viman Nagar where I lived.
My intention was to capture data about the bird species found in
my neighbourhood. I started maintaining a log of the birds that I
could see from my apartment. Over a period of three to four
years, I was able to observe 36 different species, some resident
while others were passing by during their temporary migration
phase. This data was an important indicator of the biodiversity
around Viman Nagar.
Now that I had this information, I began to think about how
I could share it with other residents in the area. And thus was
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born the concept of Sundara Vasundhara: A Window to Your
Local Biodiversity. This was an event that showcased the natural wealth of an area to its own residents. A realty development
company in the area provided us space in the atrium of their
centrally-located mall for the event.
In 2010, in the first year of Sundara Vasundhara, Bluewiss
mapped the biodiversity of Viman Nagar and displayed data
about the trees, birds, insects, and mammals found in the area. In
the second year, Bluewiss conducted a census of the trees in
public places in Viman Nagar. The census provided us information on the number of native and exotic species. When we presented this data to the residents, they were pleasantly surprised
to know that the green cover in Viman Nagar had actually increased though the balance was heavily tilted in favour of exotic
varieties. But most importantly, the residents who attended the
festival are now aware of their natural wealth and the need to
maintain, restore, and enhance the local biodiversity. And that,
for Bluewiss, is success.
Bluewiss is only two years old but these two years have
revealed a treasure trove of information on how people perceive
the environment. My journey has really come a long way and
there has been a lot of change. The environment may not have
changed for the better but I certainly see hope that sustained
efforts will bear fruit sooner rather than later.
Niranjan Upasani
B.Com. / Run Bluewiss Environment Enrichers Pvt. Ltd.

Don Quixote Was Right After All!
The Truth About Windmills

This year, your company successfully installed 12 windmills in the
Satara district. This has reduced the carbon footprint of your company
by xx units and contributed in the state governments endeavor to
increase the installed capacity of electricity generation in the state.
Companies want to shout out these activities to the world. Its
common to see such statements in annual reports. Its common to
see windmills on the horizon. Its common to feel that everythings
right with the world when the wind produces our electricity. We
believe what we are made to believe. Windmills save precious
fossil fuels. Windmills take nothing from nature and turn it into
electricity for us. Nothing short of magic. Government subsidies
help corporations put up more windmills which produce electricity out of nothing. More benefits to the society, more sops for
corporations, more windmills being produced
the worlds a
happy place. Generous support from government means regulations bent to order, utility companies made to buy from producing firms and green credits traded. After all, windmills do no
harm to the environment, need no inputs from nature and no
waste is thrown out. Utopia.
Windmills  The inconvenient truth
Now get ready to hear this. Windmills harm the environment in many other ways than one. Wind farms are known to
cause health problems to some who live within its vicinity. Windmill blade manufacturers have been consistent defaulters of US
environmental laws. It is expensive to treat pollutants and dust
from the blade manufacturing process. It is simpler to have workers don gas masks on the shopfloor. The size of the modern
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windmill requires large construction equipment, huge amounts
of piling and foundation and modern machines to make all this
equipment. The windmill is a product of industry. It requires
energy, natural resources and fossil fuels for manufacture and
installation. Giant wind farms demand large landscapes. Top it
all up with the bitterest fact  wind power is an unreliable, intermittent source of energy. Most windmills produce on an average
just about 20% of their installed capacity.
Installing these Friendly Wind Mills
Digest this : A 1.5 MW wind turbine has a tower about 80
meters high. The blades and hub weigh about 20 tons. The nacelle, which contains the generator component, weighs around 50
tons. This behemoth needs a foundation of about 20 tons of reinforcing steel and more than 150 cubic meters of concrete. The
base is about 15m in diameter and more than 2m thick near the
center. Modern windmills have blades of 20 meters or more, cutting a vertical air space of up to 2 acres. Hundreds of liters of oil
are stored at the top of the tower. The whole assembly weighs 100
+ tons. Can you imagine what it means for installing these giants
on hill tops of Satara district?
Large earth moving equipment, gigantic cranes and huge
foundation craters are needed for these wind turbines. Wide and
straight roads need to be cut up on hills. The roads cannot have
turns like normal roads since trucks bringing in the 21 meter
blades cant turn like a Nano can. Construction of these roads
needs earth moving equipment, stones, gravel, bitumen and of
course fossil fuels! Giant craters are dug up on these hills which
may need blasting through the bed rock. These holes are later
filled up with reinforcement steel and cement concrete. Wind
mills need a minimum separation distance. This spreads them
out requiring felling of trees. The construction of roads and craters destroys habitat of the local flora and fauna. Alteration of the
landscape and the subsequent erosion ensures continuous destruction for the years to come. The government argues that wasteland is converted to wind farms, so there. The government does
not tell you that wasteland is for industry  in nature, there is no
such thing as a wasteland. There are thriving ecosystems even in
places which man has no use[i].
Do the annual reports mention the quantity of fossil fuel
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required to produce the construction equipment, steel, oil, copper, and wind mill equipment, road making machines, bitumen,
cement, stone crushing equipment and cranes? How about the
electricity consumed in producing blades? How much pollutants
were released in the air for making the blades?
Do the annual reports mention the financial impact of cutting
down age old trees, altering landscapes, destroying habitat and
displacing wild life?
Hills divide the rain into watershed areas. When there is such
large scale alteration on the hilltops, water flows are disturbed.
This increases soil erosion, can induce water logging, alters the
water table in that area and consequently precious soil is lost
forever. When roads are cut on hills, the debris is thrown on the
slope side of the new road. The debris is rock and gravel, no soil.
It would take years for anything to grow on these new slopes.
Roads and cement pavers do not allow rains to reach underground streams.
Producing these Friendly Windmills
This is what The New York Times[ii] reported on 25th December 2009:
GUYUN VILLAGE, China  Some of the greenest technologies of
the age, from electric cars to efficient light bulbs to very large wind
turbines, are made possible by an unusual group of elements called rare
earths. The worlds dependence on these substances is rising fast.
Just one problem: These elements come almost entirely from China,
from some of the most environmentally damaging mines in the country,
in an industry dominated by criminal gangs.
Wind blade manufacturers are perennial defaulters of environmental laws in many countries[iii]. In 2009, Suzlon manufacturing facility in the US faced a fine of $ 490,000[iv] for pollution
norm breaches. Such cases are unlikely in India, since we do not
have strong and updated pollution control regulations and very
poor enforcement, if at all any. Thus there is a spurt of wind blade
manufacturers in India.
Operating these Friendly Windmills
For a better wind efficiency, there should be no trees around
the turbines. Vegetation is discouraged by use of herbicides 
poison for the soil and water.
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It is not difficult to imagine the impact of a wind turbine farm
on birds and bats[v]. Recently, there was disturbing news that
over 200 flamingoes were killed in flight in Gujarat due to the
presence of new power lines. Such power lines crisscross the
area. Indians have already endangered several species. Windmills do their bit in the process of elimination of the species. It is
not hard to figure out why wind turbine farms are devoid of
animal and bird life.
Hear this about the noise created by wind mills. The mechanical parts, air cutting noise and the electrical hum, together
produce a unique low frequency sound which is carried far. To be
fair, engineers have improved the movement of gears and bearings, but theres still nothing much they can do to the noise of
electrical generation. The chopping sound of blades cutting
through air is hard to ignore. This has triggered many complaints
from wind farm neighborhoods in the US. The noise they say is
unnatural and hard to live with. It gets especially annoying during the night. Doctors agree to health problems caused by wind
farms  disturbed sleep, stress, hypertension and dizziness are
just some of them. A recent book Wind turbine syndrome[vi]
documents some of the health concerns of people living around
wind farms. Some governments have acknowledged this correlation and are promoting a buffer zone between wind farms and
habitation.
It would be worthwhile to read this report on safety of windmills. Available here : https://netfiles.uiuc.edu/mragheb/www/
N P R E % 2 0 4 7 5 % 2 0 Wi n d % 2 0 P o w e r % 2 0 S y s t e m s /
Safety%20of%20Wind%20Systems.pdf
Power Generation from the Friendly Windmills
Most of the wind mill industry reports including the GWEC,
EWEA report the installed capacity of wind generation. This
means nothing. Wind on the wind farm is not guaranteed. Climate change has set in further unpredictability in weather. We
have seen wind patterns change in the last 20 years. The capacity factor is the ratio of the electrical energy produced in a given
period of time to the electrical energy that could have been produced at continuous maximum power operation during the same
period. Wind farms all over the world are run at around 20%
capacity factor.
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Wind energy is thus unpredictable and intermittent. And yet,
the entire infrastructure needs to be created on the basis of installed capacity which may never be realized in the life of the
farm.
The Way Ahead
It is hard to publish such views. Someone with even wee bit
sympathy towards the environment is made out to be against
progress. Dont get me wrong  windmills harm environment,
yes. But thats today. We have every reason to believe that man
can turn them into giant friends which would prove Don Quixote
wrong.
The point I make is that there is no need to go overboard and
incentivize corporations to install them. Today, that would only
benefit corporations and harm environment. Especially for India,
we must exercise environmental regulations in the production of
windmill blades; else it would not be far that only India produces
these for the world. Regulations about land use for windfarms 
we need that too. Many countries have already put windmills
offshore in the sea. This seems (at least now) to be better than
wasting precious land.
We do not know the consequences of large scale wind farming. We cannot predict how nature will react to them. All we can
do is to keep a check on our greed, acknowledge the existence of
non-human beings and leave a bit of earth for them. We have
enough already.
Gurudas Nulkar
BE, MBA, pursuing PhD / Head of Executive MBA,
Symbiosis Centre for Management
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Assault On The Bottom Of
The Economic Pyramid

The discovery of the huge untapped potential market at the
bottom of the economic pyramid (BOP), is a recent one. The
market always existed  more than 4 billion people all over the
world, earning less than $2 a day. Yet, multinational corporations
(MNCs) did not touch these markets principally because they
were assumed it would be difficult to reach, they would be less
brand conscious and overall far less profitable to serve. In the last
ten years, several MNCs have proved these apprehensions to be
wrong in many countries.
C.K.Prahlad and S.L.Hart drew the attention of MNCs to the
fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid in their article which appeared in a business magazine. Since then, corporations have
responded to this clarion call and are deploying resources for
getting a share of this huge pie. The authors showed that MNCs
have long ignored the largest markets in the world. These consumers in emerging countries like India, Brazil, Mexico among
others, offer a huge unexploited potential, also Prahlad argued,
that it could benefit the poor consumers when they are offered
good quality choices.
Prahlads book- The fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid 
Eradicating poverty through Profits followed in 2004. This was
an account of his years of research in the economically poor
markets of the world, India featured dominantly in it. The book
illustrates with examples how multinationals have been serving
the BOP successfully in many countries. Corporations were quick
to sense this opportunity and responded with a deluge of products and services aimed at this segment. One of the great successes often discussed in this context and in numerous
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management journals is that of the single serve sachet revolution.
The inconspicuous little plastic sachet was created which
served products in single-use quantities. With uncertain incomes,
the poor could not buy and stock products for tomorrow but
could afford to pay for todays consumption. The single serve
sachet precisely addressed this issue with the one-time consumption quantity. This created price points which could easily be
bought by the poor. Very soon rural Indian shops were bursting
with malas of single serve sachets  shampoos, detergent powders, tea, sauces, jams, candies, chewing gum, toothpastes, hair
oils, fairness creams - goods that were out of reach for the BOP
were now being lapped up by these very consumers. As their
prices range between Rs. 0.50 and Rs. 5, their annual demand in
India has today reached over 1 billion sachets of all products put
together. The format is now so popular, that even high profile
brands cannot afford to overlook this. It makes perfect sense for
the MNCs  serving up products in affordable portions, so that
consumers use their brands. The volumes and profits grow. Shops
get in additional business with low cost inventory and consumers enjoy products they would never have bought. Thus started
an assault of products on the economic bottom of the pyramid.
Growth in a free market economy thrives on consumption and
here was a tool for furthering the consumption cause. Sachet
marketing is now an accepted term in B-schools.
The Repercussions
There is one vital aftermath to this assault on the BOP market
 the consumed sachets end up in our countryside. Management
gurus dont tell you this  in India, many of these single serve
sachets are consumed in open or public spaces  villagers wash
clothes or bathe by a river, candy and namkeen are often consumed out of the house, gutkha is nearly always. What does that
leave us with? All the empty sachets left where consumed. The
other fact not mentioned by corporations and management gurus
is that sachet packaging uses between 2 to 50 times more packaging materials than its larger unit pack counterpart!
Most of urban and rural India lacks any effective garbage
collection and disposal process. This backdrop creates a frightening dimension to the ubiquitous single-serve sachet. It is glar-
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ingly visible all over the country. In many cities there exists an
informally organized rag-picking industry which contributes in
its own little way to recycling. This is not seen in rural India and
certainly not in our magnificent mountains. During a recent study
tour to Chakrata in the lesser Himalaya, we saw even small villages of about 50 households littered with these sachets. We
trekked from one village to another through a thickly forested
route by a stream  here too sachets coexisted with the biodiversity.
Mind you, this was not a mainstream tourist track; it was used
only by the two tiny villages it connected. Nor was there any
road connection to it. In the trans-Himalayas too things are no
better. I have been pained to see the gulls in Pangong Tso munching on plastic packets. Man leaves these calling cards as high up
as Khardung La. The story is the same in the other parts of the
country. And who is to blame  it is second nature for us Indians
to drop off a packaging where we open it.
It would only be foolishness to suggest that the poor do not
need these products and are better off without them, when the
consumers higher up in the economic pyramid make their lives
easier with them. Of course the poor should have access to quality and safe products, and of course they need to be packaged in
a way that would keep them free from contamination and counterfeiting. The rural and the poor have aspirations which can
rival their wealthier counterparts  they see the very television
programs that we see, are exposed to the same ads as we are, live
in the same society which creates wants in the economically better off. And they are equally brand conscious. The natural response then, to these affordable single serve packs, is to buy
them. MNCs were able to stimulate consumption in the BOP
with this little wonder.
Steps Towards a Solution
So where is the trade-off? Will these plastic sachets soon cover
the face of our countryside? Can we do nothing at all? Improved
waste collection? Sensitizing the BOP through education? Penalizing the offenders? MNCs will likely agree to all the above and
suggest a few more ways. Their corporate social responsibility
(CSR) programs would perhaps include community cleaning activities and such. And yet this is just treating the illness. What we
seek is freedom from this illness, not a treatment.
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When we address this problem with the constraints at hand
 that the poor will buy more of these packets and that garbage
collection may not happen in our lifetime, it leaves us with one
viable solution  making the firms who make these products
devise packaging solutions for India. They are the ones who can
afford to pay for the development  they get to eat the pie. What
stops us from enforcing such packaging norms? The Supreme
Court has already taken the first step by ordering the gutkha
makers to pack their stuff in paper sachets. The gutkha companies fought this directive and lost. It may not be as simple with
the MNCs. They are a collective force to reckon with. They have
far more legal power and influence in our government than our
home-bred gutkha barons.
It would be naïve to expect MNCs to get into such packaging
development by themselves. We need this legal enforcement which
will trigger this development activity. Adam Smiths entrepreneur  morally right, socially responsible and ethically correct 
remains but a utopian dream in modern competitive free market
economy.
The BOP theory also suggests that this would be an opportunity for the private sector to contribute towards alleviation of
poverty. It is not easy to see the logic. For corporations, eagerness
to serve the BOP will always be driven by the size and profit
potential of the markets  not by benevolence. An organization is
unlikely to serve markets with low profit potentials, when its
growth drivers lie in the stock market. Do its shareholders want
to make more money or save the planet while serving the poor?
As the great BOP dream is pushed ahead, it will sooner or later
crush the very environment on which it was created. While MNCs
talk of environmental concerns, only a few have demonstrated
actions which would lead to a sizeable impact in the future. Proctor and Gamble for instance examines its products for their definition of Sustainable innovation products (SIP), which is
(according to P&G) a product which has over a 10% improvement on the previous version, without negatively impacting the
sustainability profile of the product (a) Energy (b) water (c) transportation (d) amount of material in packaging or product (e)
substitution of non-renewable energy or materials with renewable ones. P&Gs SIP list for 2010-11 consists of 10 products of
which 8 products talk of reduction of packaging material. We
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need manufacturers in India to follow this path.
Packaging Research
Education and research is one area where the government
has been successful  the IITs, IIMs, NIDs, IIScs and others like
these. Why can it not replicate this with packaging institutes?
India needs far more schools like the Indian Institute of Packaging in Mumbai. We have just one with four regional centers.
None of our education creates any environmental sensitivity towards packaging  add to this the fact that no product can be sold
without packaging  and you have a monster staring at you in
the face. Ironically, technology tells us that there is no reason to
believe that we cannot find a solution for these gruesome sachets.
Measuring the sustainability of packaging is by no means a simple
task. It is complicated by a number of industry-specific factors.
This necessitates that before addressing the larger problem, we
start with a few small steps:
1. Clearly defining terminology. This is perhaps the most important step towards the beginning. In absence of specific definitions, titles such as green packaging and environmentally
friendly can be and have been misused. The terminology must
be non-ambiguous and quantifiable.
2. Assigning metrics. It is common knowledge that whats
measured improves and thus we need to start measuring things
first. Wal-mart for example, helps its suppliers evaluate themselves on what they call as the packaging scorecard The score
card has metrics which allow suppliers to determine how their
packaging innovations, environmental standards, energy-efficiencies and use of materials match up against those of their peers. It
would be wise to define some key metrics for India specific packaging. Like for example :> Product to package ratio  a lower
ratio would mean less package and more product transported
per truck> Percentage recycled content in the package  a higher
percent means less new material goes in> Recyclability of the
package  break up the package into components and mention
their recyclability> Bio-degradability index for composite packaging materials  can be developed for commonly used materials
3. Setting guidelines for corporations on disposal, collection, reuse
and recyclability of their packages.
4. Green packaging design firms Recently, there has been a
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spate of firms engaged in sustainable packaging design and manufacture. These firms employ principles of green design: use more
sustainable material, increase material recyclability, generate designs which reduce plastic use and energy and similar such initiatives to reduce the environmental impact of packaging. Many
MNCs have been successfully using their services. Unilever USA,
for instance engaged Sonoco Global Plastics, a global packaging
firm, to redesign one of its shampoo bottles. Sonoco added a
curve to the sides of the bottle, improving strength and reducing
plastic resin use by nearly 16%. Sonoco was named as the top
green packaging company by Newsweek in its recent 2011 Green
rankings[1]. Be Green Packaging designs and manufactures packages for food and consumer products. These are tree-free and
compostable. P&G Europe hired Be Green Packaging for its Fusion ProGlide Gilette razors packaging. The new package developed by Be Green reduced plastic by 57% which it replaced by
fiber made from bamboo, sugarcane and bulrush. GreenBox designed a Pizza delivery box which can be hand torn to make four
serving plates, and after this, can be refolded into a smaller box
for the leftover pizza storage. These examples not only show that
it is possible to find packaging solutions for the BOP market but
that it is profitable to do so. It is a question of when do we start
this. Demands on engineering and development have always
been driven by consumers  what we need is the environment
driving it now. It is not enough for businesses to create economic
value for consumers. They must provide ecological, social and
economic value. The concept of the triple bottom line  People,
Planet and Profit is now optional. We cannot afford to wait for
nature to make it mandatory.
Gurudas Nulkar
BE, MBA, pursuing PhD / Head of Executive MBA,
Symbiosis Centre for Management
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Health Economics 
What Is And What Could Be

We, the people, continue to look at the advances in health
sciences, pharmacology, medicine and surgery. We continue to
discuss vehemently about whether the government should or
should not subsidize healthcare. Our current economic model
strives for more growth at all costs. Interestingly, more expenditure by the healthcare industry would create more jobs, more
drugs and GDP growth. We might say, this is exactly what we
want. We, however, miss the other side of the story completely in
the process.
Let us take a sample case of obesity statistics in the US. The
numbers are : two children out of every three are obese  says the
finding. What does this mean to the economy? These children eat
more than what they need and they eat food that they do not
need. All this is good to the economy in todays parlance. Food
industry benefits, may be makes money, may be creates more
jobs. What happens to the healthcare industry? Healthcare industry also does well in the process; these children need more of
doctors attention and need more medicines, increasing the pharmaceutical industries' revenues and margins and possibly jobs
that the industry can provide. For an economist  who cares for
the economy and not for people, all is well! What happens to
people in the process? Children live a suboptimal life, do not
enjoy the way they live and are at best miserable. While this
scenario flourishes in the US and the western world, many of
those is the developing world  especially those below the poverty line do not even have sufficient food to eat and could well
die of hunger. And this is just one of the many significant challenges haunting the food and health industry.
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What does all this mean? Can we easily say the food and
health industry  in the name of making profits and growth - has
forgotten the why of their existence? This industry is supposed
to serve people and keep them healthy. It seems very clear that
relationship between health of health and food industries and
health of people is inversely proportional! You can almost be
certain that people are doing badly if the health industry is doing
well? That is not why this industry was born in the first place 
Im sure.
One might argue about tremendous progress in these sciences and therefore benefits are being delivered to humanity. Let
us look at some very practical observations. Most deaths and
diseases across the world are caused by bad water and bad air. In
ecological terms  this means, the planet is losing its capacity to
provide these ecological services. Destruction of ecosystems across
the world through serious human intervention is making it harder
for nature to provide us these free services. In economic terms
even if we divert a small % of money locked up in drug discovery
and high end research on rare diseases and use this for making
clean drinking water available to the masses, possibly using ecological restoration, we would have done yeomen service to the
wellbeing of the humanity. The leverage for funding clean water
projects through projects such as restoration of stream and river
ecosystems for example - is so high compared to exotic drug
research that anybody wanting to do any good to human beings
will not even think twice. However the current economic model
does not allow us to see that it can happen, economics overrules
common sense!
Same is true with airborne diseases! Especially those related
to air pollution. Our economics wants more roads (destruction of
habitats and ecosystems), more vehicles on road (even more destruction of ecosystems as we mine more iron) and more use of
these vehicles - more exploitation of natural capital - i.e. Fossil
fuels. This leads to growth of automobile industry, leading to
more jobs and is good for people one might say! This is leading
to high GHG emissions and the mega challenges like the Climate
change. This leads to more airborne diseases with more polluted
air. This means more people take more medicines, good for the
pharmaceutical industry, which can benefit and create more jobs!
What happens to more people getting sick and Nature getting
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sicker and exhausted is nobodys bother.
There are many more examples that we can cite  and that
does not need anything more than common sense. It certainly
looks like there is something seriously wrong the way our current day economics works. While it provides unlimited luxury to
the few  at the expense of nature and other people, it robs nature
of its very capacity to provide us with eco-services, and large
part of humanity their right to live.
It is very likely that many a common man like me is indeed
thinking of what I have tried to put down in writing. Most might
even believe that the argument makes some reasonable sense.
The difficulty we all run into  is what do we therefore do? Is
there any option in which one can go back to wellbeing of the
planet, her ecosystems, diversity and therefore health of human
beings? Are there any ways in which one can change the way we
look at the current economics and more specifically health economics to find some lasting solutions? Do we have the right
measures of health? As Scientists would always argue, all depends on what you measure. You will be able to monitor and
control  if at all this is the right term to use  what you measure
and the basis of your measurement. How true, I say! What we
measure (read diagnose) is not how healthy a person is but
whether he has any disease. Health is certainly not absence of
disease. There are no attempts specifically made to measure how
healthy a person is. The limits and measurements always tell you
about how you are NOT healthy - that is say your Cholesterol
level > x means you have a problem. There are no active measures of suggesting to a seemingly healthy person, how she can
be healthier! Moreover the current economic model to keep the
people healthy (if it does that at all) is quite flawed. Health services revenue - the way these are essentially structured today will
add to the health of economy as it treats more and more patients and more and more difficult to cure diseases. A strange
measurement I must say. The health of the human race must be
measured by % of healthy population rather than (say) length of
life! Today, in almost all the places on earth - doctors get paid
more as more people get sick. A few exceptions would be those
who focus on diet, nutrition and exercise for example. The incentive for doctors to do well - is when there are indeed more and
sicker people as it is true for pharmaceutical industry. The focus
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is very clearly on curative medicine, rather than preventive and
health encouraging practices. If the Doctors get rewarded for
keeping the people healthy (before they become patients . . .) and
are punished when these people become sick, doctors will naturally have a strong economic reason to care for patients' health 
proactively. While this looks simple and logical this has not been
practiced ever in modern history. This has indeed been a practice
adapted by ancient Chinese doctors.
May be we will change the incentive structure for doctors but
what will we do when patients have to breathe the same polluted
air and drink the same polluted water? The question then goes
back to the current economic model  which I argue is substantially flawed. If the model encourages the industry to exploit
more of what we would like to preserve and provides free
access to the natural resources, we cannot expect anything to be
different. It is time to look at ways and means to make a transition from the current model to a model which will work and can
take us to sustainable future.
As we know more and more about the tipping points around
maintaining the health of the planet, we must look at alternative
ways of how our business and industry functions. If we are able
to measure (e.g.) the cost of diseases due to polluted water and
air, or unavailability of water altogether and decide to correct the
root cause, we indeed can take efforts in that direction. If restoring water sources is the least expensive way to eventually get
access to good quality water round the year  that might be the
way to go! If restoration of ecosystems is going to help us provide
improved air quality, that is what we must do in order to improve air quality. If restoration of natural habitats is going to help
improve earths ability to absorb waste, let us not allow the vultures to die. These seem to be the fundamental actions that we
must take to be able to meet some of our big challenges.
We seem to be locked into an economic system, which is
making even a conscientious individual have limited options. Do
we need to therefore rethink our economics in a more holistic
manner? Economics is supposed to help us live well and not be a
standalone operating system which thinks about the means
but not the ends. If we consider happiness arising out of good
health, good food, being part of the community, being part of the
family, wholesome entertainment, being with nature and peace
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are desirable end points as they certainly are  let these end
points drive our economic system rather than the weird economics of today, which seems to be making all these end points harder
to reach!
Human well being is so closely linked to well being of the
planet  that they are almost inseparable. It looks like we have
forgotten the first principles of science and the cause and effect
relationship. Economics has transgressed the rationale - is the
only conclusion we can draw in the process!
Ajay Phatak
B. Tech. in Chemical engineering from IIT Bombay,
Masters degree in Computer science /
Symphony Services-Pune Center Head and
VP Embedded and Telecom

Integrating Environmental And Social
Sustainability In Business Design

Need for Paradigm Shift
Economic paradigm of consumption growth driven economics (CGDE) has outlived its time already for the western economies. Moreover the emerging economies will do more harm than
good to the population at large if they decide to continue on the
same economic paradigm. It is clear that the CGDE paradigm is
insufficient to be able to create the level of consumption (if it
were a parameter of wellness) in new economies like India and
China  simply due to lack of resources to achieve a level of
traditional wellness parameter of consumption! Most existing
businesses have adopted the continuous growth approach so
far  in direct relation with the CGDE paradigm. With our material economy transgressing the natural limits, we as a human race
and the entire biosphere is suffering from dysfunction. Destruction of continually working ecosystems, which have been working for providing soil and keeping the air and water clean for the
biosphere including us humans  is causing enormous stress on
their collective function. Unless we look at ecosystems as enabler
of basic inputs for life  namely soil, water and air, we will fail to
understand their importance. There is a need to align our policy
to this need of ecological restoration and conservation. The CGDE
paradigm is also responsible for gross inequitable distribution of
resources available for countries and their peoples. Apparent
markers are inequitable incomes and purchasing power across all
over the world, more starkly so in the emerging world. It seems
quite evident that this indeed stems from the CGDE paradigm.
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Shifting the Economic Paradigm
It looks like there is an urgent need to operationalize a new
economic paradigm which will create a much better and sustainable situation for people, businesses, natural ecosystems and the
biosphere at large. This paradigm could be named Wellbeing
Growth Driven Economics (WGDE). It is established that Humans depend on nature for not only resources consumed by the
businesses and therefore people but also for basic ecological services  which come free if we are interested in keeping the natural ecosystems working! If we consider this as a very basic tenet
and integrate that as part of how the business should look like,
we will hugely help as much our own future as of this planet and
therefore of future generations.
We have two challenges that we will need to address.
First : How do we transform the existing businesses running
on existing CGDE paradigm and
Second : How a new business today must look like to cross
the boundaries of traditional business and be a sustainable business?
We may have to look at the strengths and weaknesses of
todays business design and explore how we can keep the strengths
and overcome the weaknesses to make way for a new business
design, which may retain some key strengths but will do away
with possible weaknesses.
Let us look at this Strength and Weakness analysis for typical
existing business
1. Primary objectives of a business today are increased revenue and margins
2. Cost base increases year after year in both labor and
materials
3. Businesses dish out products and want to sell more widgets to push the resource limits even further.
Like economic policy (such as CGDE) influences how the
businesses behave, the business behavior also impacts and will
impact the economic policy. We need to create new business and
transform existing businesses for the new paradigm of Wellbeing
Growth Driven Economics (WGDE) by replacing the CGDE paradigm by sustainability paradigm such as WGDE.
Existing businesses have learned optimization at large, which
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is wonderful, however, what they are optimizing today are the
historically important parameters of Revenues and Margins. It
looks like we will continue the capability and skills associated
with how to optimize; we may have to change what we optimize.
As elucidated above, what we indeed want to maximize is
wellbeing and minimize the cost associated with such maximization (Let us call Cost of Wellbeing like we used the term Cost of
Revenue). Todays businesses need to further apply their knowledge to minimizing resource use and select those resources to
use, which can be replenished and renewed. Not just that but
actually factor in the replenishment of these resources, not just in
cost of replenishment per say but through actual action of replenishment.
Clear weakness of todays business is its obsession for growth
in revenues and margins, irrespective of the natural capital constraints. While we are good at constrained optimization, we have
to understand todays constraints better than going by yesterdays
constraints.
Let us understand the reality very well. We need to reduce
our energy dependence substantially. Fossil fuels must be used
extremely conservatively if these must be used at all. Our aim
should be understand what services does energy deliver, whether
these services are really necessary, if they indeed are, are there
any other ways of provisioning them without the use of nonrenewable energy sources?
What can Businesses Do?
What gets measured gets managed goes the saying. If the end
results of our current economic paradigm  a la CGDE are not
what we thought we should get, there is ample room to ask
ourselves a question! Are we measuring right things? On some
investigation, I have come to believe, we are probably measuring
the wrong things and if the measurement parameter is right the
direction is probably exactly opposite of what this should be. As
an example, we measure GDP growth  which is a direct measure
of added load on resources. However, we know today that we are
striving to reduce load on resources and not increase this. Something is certainly going wrong. We are treating urbanization as
inevitable outcome of current model even while we realize, it is
causing more problems than solutions. It is pushing us further
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down the road to unsustainability. We still believe creating better
infrastructure in cities will help solve some of these problems.
However, this is leading to the unsustainable pull to the cities.
As a business, we measure revenues and margins as indicators of Business wellbeing  without really worrying about
whether the business is bringing in a positive impact on ALL the
stakeholders of the business, namely  owners, employees, customers, society and environment. If ALL these stakeholders benefit from such a business, we can possibly say that the measure of
revenue and margin to judge the business is appropriate and
could lead to sustainability of the business ecosystem and associated natural ecosystem. Today the SIZE of business is considered an important parameter for success. Bigger is better per our
current paradigm. More growth and bigger business is a clear
indication of accelerated need for natural resources under the
current paradigm.
Here are Some Questions that we must Ask Ourselves
Can we conceive of a business which grows by reducing
the load on natural resources?
Can we completely eradicate the need for centralized power
in large businesses?
Can we redefine vision of the business to start looking at ALL
the stakeholders?
Can we redefine the success of a business by moving away
from conventional parameters of success?
Can we create completely different measures for success of
businesses?
Can we therefore influence the user of goods and services to
behave responsibly and at the same time create improved
wellbeing for her and others?
Can we overhaul development measures from those like increased energy use, increase in GDP, increase in water supply -tomore service oriented measures?
Changing increased use of energy to say improved illumination?
Moving from increased number of cars or trucks to improved
mobility and transport?
Moving from selling more air conditioners to improved comfort?
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Moving from increased food supply to improved health for

Moving from consumption growth to wellbeing growth?
As we start thinking deeper, we realize that all this is a distinct possibility. The book Natural capitalism provides an excellent basis for many of these thoughts. If we add the important
aspect of ecological wellbeing we should be on our way to a good
business design. Once businesses start looking at correct measure
in assessing their business, they will naturally focus on the right
things that the business does  business and wellbeing will then
be aligned and not be at odds.
Economics of the Future
Economics has, over a period of time stood alone and has
drifted away from being a Social (and environmental) Science.
The new economic paradigm will have to move away from being
hard science and get integrated with other sciences, social sciences and become a science of well being from being a science
of growth.
Connecting Business Decisions with Foot Resources
Many a time todays typical business drifts so far away from
physical reality that it starts believing that the business is about
services and has no relation with resources and does not impact
the natural world in anyway. This is very far away from truth. It
is like saying that Lions do not impact the natural ecosystems
because they do not need trees and vegetation to survive on!
Sometimes, businesses up the pecking order are more likely to
impact the ecological systems in an adverse way than those closer
to the direct use of natural resources.
If we develop a way to trace a decision to direct (and hopefully indirect) impact on ecosystems and natural environment as
much as impact on all other stakeholders, we should be able to
make some prudent decisions on how we use the available resources. In fact  once design of your business policy is based on
such sound principles, you will automatically have the individual
decisions made in line with the policy.
What should such parameters be, which must be looked at to
make sure the underlying objective of maximizing wellbeing is
met? If the base resource availability is depleting rapidly, it is a
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clear indication of deteriorated ecosystems health. Increase in
waste generation is a direct marker of wrong measurements which
are leading to incorrect decisions and therefore dis-proportionate
waste generation. It is not about how well we dispose of waste, it
is all about the need that our waste generation is within the
ecological boundaries of recycling. Any more than this  and we
are eating into the available ecological space further. Eliminating
overflow waste must be one of the overarching objectives of a
sustainable business. If we understand todays businesses better
 there is a very large part of business, which could just be done
away with and the remaining could well be restructured. This
means that these parameters at the ground level must be aligned
with preservation and restoration of natural capital and not
depleting this at a rapid pace, as we are doing today.
Let us also look at the social angle a bit further. If we study
needs and aspirations clearly, we can easily see that an average
person is happy if she has access to all the basic set of services she
needs. These could be basic food, place to live, ease of mobility,
vibrant community life, strong connection with the native place,
availability of clean air, good clean water in enough quantity and
good places for cultural recreation. The person needs to live
healthy life, should have access to good affordable healthcare and
good entertainment.
One of the drivers of aspiration for most human beings comes
through bench marking with successful individuals. This definition of success needs to change  which certainly can - through
appropriate policy shift. The symbols of success today are largely
associated with material wealth rather than well-being and happiness. If we are able to change the benchmarks against which
success is measured, it will not be too difficult to change the
perceived needs by most people.
One of the arguments that current day economists continue
to play on is we provide what people want. The truth is businesses no more serve needs; they create wants and drive them
through the pounding advertisement culture to change the perception of people as to what is good for them. This being the case,
media has a yeomen responsibility to help businesses make this
change - if not naturally, then because media starts influencing
the people positively and move them towards the right behavior.
In conclusion, the author believes that it is certainly possible
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to create businesses which will align themselves with ecological
and social wellbeing. Businesses which truly align with such
wellbeing will be successful businesses. One has to examine nature of such businesses and what of modern day businesses actually can align at all with the wellbeing parameters. Such businesses
which do not align with the principles of social and ecological
wellbeing, will then have no particular reason to exist.
Ajay Phatak
B. Tech. in Chemical engineering from IIT Bombay,
Masters degree in Computer science /
Symphony Services-Pune Center Head and
VP Embedded and Telecom

Kgj[ij[zlÇtj ÎadejrnIo wjrjkzg Vje

kewb} wjkìj§tjal Jjyx, sÛoÎgbÇtj ApcjrnIo kyejwjtjw krIEjuo
kewb} wjkìj§t JjkE ÀtËd-JÀtËd ¼y&fjd, gCl gCl q×cjpdhl
rjpxdj e toEjuo fE rejd wjSme ujkhioio Jwpt ù»e hla rij
yjsdp, hj gjow} gutjrjbal rjZl ùouEj Jwjyl. 1998 al tj
gjow}al rjZl hl fkhila v[a. tj J¨tjwúrjÇtj cu¾tje
dngxLjdngxLjpel Jeog bjosl krId boÂtj, gId boÂtj. kewb} zwj
wdd vcidj JjkE NÉújpd hjoEjuj Jjho dwja hj J¨tjwúrhl
JwÂtjrnIo cu yQÐ wpCl krIoi doÀhj fne:fn½hj Àtjtjeo Oogd ujkhio,
Étjdme \jejao Jeog dngxo zjoxio boio, Jjgiejd fxioil fjogIl
Vud boil. rjeyl zlye JjkE kewb} tjpÇtjkyQtlal Og eyl, zj¼d
Jjufju vBEjul c<sl kygkwd hjod boil.
wujpÇtj JD}qj~jyuÇtj ÀtjtjejprnIo JD}qj~ ho ftj}yuEjql,
kewbj}ql kgdl kebkxd Jjho ho gIÂtjyu du J]uq: wj]jÉgju
ZjÂtjal Vjyej rejd NÉfìj Zjil. rjEwjÇtj dDjgkDd ùbdlaj
FjoifEj, ]EVpbnudj zjEyil. Jwp yjsip gl ho \je zj¼dld zj¼d
ijogjpft|d zu Ogja yoIl fjohjoaip du GujoGu gjhl ajpbij vci
Bxme toK}i, fE tj kyQtjyu Kdu kSgjEl vjoidjej tj yjstjdij
VjvxofEj ajpbija gIme Jjij.
rjEwjÇtj zlyef°dlgxo vBtjal rjZl c<sl zql vciil
hjodl dql dl Kdujpejhl krIjyl tj KÇAofjosl gjhl vjoitjao,
wjpbtjao Îgyj gjr gutjao zo gjhl Ajoso-Ajoso ùtÉe rl gud hjodo,
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ÉtjrnIo kykyC ùgjuÇtj ijogjpÇtj krIEjÁtj ùkdkútjprnIo rjZp Og
yobtj ùgjuap kq]E hjod boip. Étjdme rij gIioip yj¼dy ho Jjho
gl gjhl Jfyjca ybIdj kewbj}kyQtl, rjEwjÇtj wnGjofVjobjpkyQtl
kyyogvn°leo, kewbj}ij Jeni]me kyaju gutjal wheqËdl
wrjzjd Nuioil ejhl.
kgÉtog qdËoÑ Vjudjdij r§trybÐt, ke¾er§trybÐt wrjz
JjfÂtj KÇAj, Jjgjp]j JjkE Jk¼rdoij cxfd ujkhioij hjodj.
eohrla bkuvlao Gjoso Ncj#lguE JjkE eldlrmÂtjpao JjoZo
wrjzjdÂtj tj Bsgjyu ijcio boio. fupdn ¼yjdptjo#u gjIjr§to
JjÍDg NijXjil ky¼djud boÂtj. ÀtjfjujÀtkdkuËd JjPTjokbglguE,
ÀtywjtlguE JjkE Jjdj zjbkdglguE Jqj sÊÊtjprCme tj
r§trybj}Çtj hjdjd fPwj GoIij fjkhzo Jqj JjÍDg CjouEjpaj
fkuEjr ¾hEme Jjzyu wpgjoame ujkhioij hj rjoSj yb} hjdjd fPwj
fxdja zroi Étj ùgjuo Étjaj NfVjob BotjÇtj rjbo ijbij. wy}
rmÂto Étjeo Znbj&e kcil. ÉtjrnIo ËnÑSiohl eyo kyaju OoËmÑe JjkE
wrzme BotjÇtj re:k¼Ddld djo ejhl. JjzyuÇtj ÉtjpÇtj
uhjElrjejij, vÁtja Jpql kewbj}enËmÑi JwEjÁtj zlyef°dlij
Kdu ftj}t eÀhdo, dl Jfkuhjt}dj tod hjodl ¾hEme do dwo zbd hjodo
gj? gjuE ftj}t kerj}E ZjÂtjyu Jjfil zlyeqPil ZfjsLjeo
wjoxme kzDio \je kdDoa wjoxme ijogjpel zj¼d fPwo krIyme coEjuo rjb}
ajoGjIio.
tjrnIo kewbj}vujovua VjQj, wp¼Ë<Ñdl JjkE \jejajhl Áhjw hjodjo
Jjho. rij yjsdp gl wTk¼Ddlao Jjgie hjotjwjSl, JD}gjuEjao
yj¼dy i]jd totjal rjekwgdj dtju hjotjwjSl, dp$\jejÇtj
Jkdyjfujao fkuEjr zjEytjwjSl JjkE do rj½t gutjal fkuk¼Ddl
kerj}E hjotjwjSl Jzme gjhl yQ zjyl ijbdli.
tj J¨tjwúrjao, yPajkug fkuyd}ejao fkuEjr rj¥tj ÀtkËdbd
zlyejd Zjio. Étjpaj wuIwuI wpvpC tj gjow}ql gcjkad zjoxdj
toEju ejhl, fE tj J¨tjwjrnIo kyajujpej ajiej krIme zo Jeog
Cnrjuo n¢sio, Jeog qpgjpal N#uo qjoCdjej Gjoi GEdj GEdj
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yobIla wÉto bywil dl wjpbEo rij Jjy»tg yjsdo.
Crj}dij FjoifEj, cnsÊflfEj, CjÍrg rmÂtjprCli ÀtD}dj,
Jqj~ltdj Fjua sjoam-vjoam ijbil. gr}gjpxjd vnxjioij Cr}
wrjzjij JkCgjkCg JpC@°, gd<}Éyhle, Jwrpzw, keúlt JjkE
wpyocejqm½t veyd Jjho Jwp kcwip. rjEmw kzdgj CjÍrg kddgl
Étjal yobIo, tjoØt, gjIjen&f vciEjuo kyaju wrzme Botjal KÇAj
JjkE ËnÑyd grl hjodo gj? Jjfil zvjvcjul Xgitjal, sjItjal
JjkE Zsgtjal y<#l Crj}rnIo zjofjwil zjdo Jjho gj? CjÍrgdj
rjEwjij kyyogjfjwme, kewbj}fjwme Jzme ijpv Goado Jjho gj?
Og ùgjual Jpdrn}Gdj boil gjhl yQ rl JenVym ijbio. ejsg,
kweorj fjhdjej JjkE ky´jejpal Àtjtjeo, VjQEo, ioG yjadjej,
Oogdjejhl ftj}yuElt c<ksgjoejdme wbtjao ky»ioQE hjoM ijbio.
kq]E yobyobtj kyVjbjpr§to JjkE gÊÊtjpr§to kcio zjd JwÂtjeo
dDjgkDd ky´jejpao kyajuhl OggÂil, Jfnuo JjkE Fjua fn¼dgl
yjsm ijbio.
Ogj ûjnfr§to kewbj}Çtj fne^ÔzlyejvÖi rl vjoid Jwdjej
Ôtjpel aad Vjb Bodij Étjpao kyaju rl DjoxLj q×cjpd rjpxd Jjho.
Éwnejrl, fmu, yjcIo, VmËpÑf Jqj ePwÍbg Jjf#Ïel hjoÉtjao eÀhdo hjod
Jjhoa gl. rjEmw ¼yd:Çtj vn°leo Áhjw JjoXyme Bod Jjho ho rj½t
ËoÑio dul ePwÍbg wpgsjpfo]j hl ùkútj hImhIma ajiil Jjho.
rjEwjeo ajiyioij vn°laj Jwj yjfu hlwn°j ePwÍbg ùkútja gj
ejhl? tjyu Djoxl aaj} hjoMe Jwj rnÖj fnXo Jjij gl fkhÂtjfjwmea
rjEmw hj ËnÑEjaoa VÆt ejhl. gjiúrjeo zu Étjal wptj yjXd
ajiil Jjho du vn°lÇtj zjoujyu djo zbtjwjSl zo gudj toK}i do
guld ujhEjua. Ookhg wnGjofVjobjal dp$\jejÇtj zjoujyu bjSioil
furjyCl hj tjdmea kerj}E Zjioij Og fPim Jjho. rb zo Bxd Jjho
do gj Bxm Tjtao ejhl?
hl aaj} dql ky¼d<d hjodl. KDo kikhdjej rl DjoxËtjd q×cjpge
ËoÑio Jjho. tjNfu ho wbIo ù»e JjkE Étjpal N#uo wrzme BotjwjSl
Jqj dÁhoÇtj J¨tjwúrjij ùyoq Botjal rjekwgdj du gjoEjal
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ejhl ho rij gIme angio.
dulhl Og Ajosj yb} zjb<d Zjij Jjho. tj gjow}Çtj JenQpbjeo
rjpxio zjEjuo kyaju wrzme ©tjtal KÇAj ÉtjpÇtjd kerj}E Zjil
Jjho. fE Étja yoIl wrjzjdÂtj yobyobtj ¼dujdli ijog Gmfa
yobtj fkuk¼Ddlr§to, yobtj yjdjyuEjr§to JjkE yobtja
rjekwgdoeo zbd Jjhod. ÉtjrnIo gjhl vci BxtjwjSl, zjElyfmy}g
kewb} wrzme BotjwjSl DjoxLjFju Fugjeo wrjzjal zl Og wrje
yPajkug fjdIl toEo buzoao Jjho, do gwo hjoEju? hj ù»e rj¥tj
rejr§to eohrla tod Jwdjo.
Og djzj JenVy wjpbme hj ioG rl wpfyEju Jjho. rl engdja
OÀhuo¼s vow Ë{Ñfaj sÛog ËoÑij. Og xj[Ësu cjpfÉt JjrÇtj ûjnfr§to
hjodp. ejrao bjyjdme vjhou fxdjej rj¥tjfnXoa JwioÂtj Étj
xj[Ësujpel gjhl dul GjMe ks»tnfofuij fnwme Étjaj vjoIj u¼Étjyua
kVugjyij. rl JDj}da Étjpej ÉtjvÖi vjoiio. Étjyu Étjpap N#u
hjodp, `gjt ks»tnfofu du Jjho.' ¾hEzo Êijk¼sg ejhl Jwj Étjpaj rnÖj
hjodj. rl Étjpej ¾hsip gl JjfE Jj#j vjuj hzju n¢sjpyu Jjhjod. tj
djfrjejij dnraj ks»tnfofu ËnÑzjtij kgdl gjI ijboi tjal dn¾hjij
gÂfej Jjho gj? JjkE do wbIo ftj}yuE ybPuo du JjfE vjzmija
Soym. Jwj vjoIj tj ¼yÇA wnpcu u¼Étjyu gwj kcwdjo tjaj dul
kyaju guji gl ejhl? dnrÇtj w[gÇtj gÊÊtjda djo vjoIj Soyj ej.
OyXLj rj¥tj vjoitjajhl gErj$ fkuEjr Étj rjEwjyu Zjij ejhl
Nis djo rij `qs Jf' ¾hEjij. Jjrap zjoucju VjpxE Zjip. Étjeo
Étjaj JjxrnSofEj wjoxij ejhl.
rij yjsdp ho Oga NcjhuE JjfÂtj rejd Jwpt ù»e NVo
gujtij fnuowp Jjho.
Vjudl ËoÑIgu
B.Com. / Translator

ftj}tl zlye

zjbkdg zerjewjyu dp$\jejaj fbxj vwtjrjbo tnujofr§to zo
Og dy\je 17 Àtj JjkE 18 Àtj qdgjd kygkwd Zjio do ùjt:
gjuElVmd Jjho. Étjr§to ÀtkËd¼yjdptjyu Vu kcij boij. kyqoQd:
ùÉtogjij JjfÂtj Jjyxlkeyxlenwju rjbEl ejÃckytjao ¼yjdpt
Jwio fjkhzo tjyu Vu kcij boij. ÉtjrnIo zl NÉfjcef°dl ùÉt]jd
Jjil dlr§to NÉfjceyjXlyu JjkE Étjfjwme JkCgjkCg eFj gwj
krIoi tjyu i] ËÃÑkµd Zjio. tja yoIl gjoIwj JjkE ijoGpx tj
Gkezjpao wjSo wjfxio JjkE ÉtjfjwmeÇtj Mzyu ajiEjul tp$o
ùajujd Jjil. KpØipxr§to tja wnrjujw ËnÑIjpgxme qodl gjXme BoMe
dl rjoSLj ùrjEjyu gutjal ùDj fxil. tj vogju ZjioÂtj ËnÑIjpej
eyle keBjioÂtj gjuGj½tjd ejogul krIjil fE dl grld grl
yodejyu. ftj}yuEjgxo cni}] ZjÂtjrnIo gjuGj½tjpÇtjrnIo zl qhuo
rjoSl Zjil Étjyu gjtjËnÑÈ yjdjyuEjao JjyuE vwio.
ÀtkËd¼yjdptjaj ùÉt]jd fkuEjr ¾hEzo wpf#lao ËÃÑµlguE,
gjrbjujpal Jyed k¼Ddl JjkE kvBxioio ftj}yuE Jwj Zjij.
tjky^° rjËw}eo Jjyjz NSkyij JjkE gjrbju hoa wpf#lao rjig
Zjio fjkhzod hl bjos khululeo fnXo rjpxil. rj$ ùÉt]jd Étjajhl
fkuEjr g¾tnkeZr´juo w#oao ËÃÑµlguE hjotjda Zjij. gjrbjujpal
k¼Ddl wnCjutjwjSl g¾tnke¼s w#jCjÁtjpel coqjdli wjCewpf#lal
rjigl wugjul ËoÑil. fE Étjdme kerj}E Zjil hnËnÑrqjhl.
Vjpxyiqjhlij (Capitalism) fjtvpc vwij dul gjrbjujpao gÂtjE
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wjCio boio ejhl. ÀtËdlij rjbEl ejÃckytjaj zjo JkCgju hjodj djo
fmE}d: cxfij boij. ujsÛjao vI yjXkyEo ¾hEzo JkCgjkCg
kyejqgjul q~jpal keÍrdl g&e wugjul w#j yjXkytjao ùtjob
ËoÑio boio. tjdme rjb} gjXtjaj, Og ùgjuo r§trrjb} JjauEjd
JjEtjaj ùtjob Vjudjeo ËoÑij. rhjÉrj bjpClwjuGo rhje ÀtkËdÉy
dp$\jejÇtj kyujoCjd JwÂtjeo ùjDkrg dp$\je, GoxLjdli zlye
wnCjutjyu Vu, zedoÇtj ùjDkrg buzj Vjbkytjyu Vu kcij boij
JjkE fkhÂtj fpayjÍQg tjozeoÇtj JGoul Étjao wnfkuEjr kcwmehl
Jjio. fE Étjepdu rj$ Vjudlt yPkqsLjpao ho Vje wnsio JjkE
Ë[Ñkfs[kiZr, g¾tnkeZr (wjoq[kiZr) tjpaj vjoivjij fn½hj wn&
Zjij. Vjpxyiqjhlij rtj}kcd ]o$o Gnil Soyme wugjululÉtj
dp$\jejyu JjCjkud ùapx bnpdyEmg ËoÑil boil. ÉtjrnIo ujsÛjÇtj
kdzjouldli fuglt aie bpbjzIl kudl hjoMe (Sterling balance)
wugjuyuli gzj}aj vjozj yjXda boij. rj$ Îgrdlyu wugjul
ketp$E JwÂtjeo Gjzbl NTjobjpao ¼yjdpt rtj}kcd ujkhio JjkE
Étjaj Fjtcj wy}wjrj½t zedoij krIjij. Kpkcuj bjpCl w#oyu Jwodjo
hl k¼Ddl ksgil. Étjepdu rj$ NcjulguEjao yjuo yjhm ijbio,
wugjul ketp$Eo kqkDi Zjil, ftj}yuEjao wpu]E guEjuo gjtco
keùV hjoM ijbio JjkE 1990 epdu NcjulguEjdme fj»ajt
kyajuwuEl JjkE dp$\jejao ùVnÉy JjfE fmE}fEo ¼ylgjuio. tjao
c<»t fkuEjr ¾hEzo wdd yjXdl rhjbjK} JjkE @lrpd y bulv
tjpÇtjdli ^pcjyEjul cul. Og w]r r§tryb} kerj}E Zjij Guj _
dp$\jejao ya}¼y JwEjuj _ fE dIjbjIjdli ijogjpal wptj
yjXda boil.
yuli kyyoaejy&e Og i]jd toK}i gl Ë[Ñkfs[kiZr,
g¾tnkeZrwjuGl fj»ajt dy\jeo rntd: JjPTjokbg NÉfjce JjkE
wpf#lal keÍrdl tjpyu Vu codjd. wpf#lao tjoØt kyduE gutjao dp$
Étjr§to vwkyioio JjXId ejhl. tjNis r. bjpCÏao dy\je
wpf#lÇtj kyduEjyu JjkE Étj´juo wjCEjÁtj wjrjkzg Nìjdlyu Vu
coEjuo Jwio dul do Ôtj f°dleo wrjzjd fwukyio boio, dl f°d
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eyle Nctjw JjioÂtj r§tr ybj}w, wnkqk]djpej JjkE ÉtjpÇtja
kyajujpaj fbxj JwioÂtj ujzgjutjpÇtj fael fxil ejhl. fkuEjrl
do fn½hj fj»ajt dp$\jejgxoa JjgÍQd Zjio JjkE g¾tnke¼s w#j
gjoirxÂtjeo Jjdj dp$\jejkCkSd fj»ajt dy\jejaja vjoivjij
JjfÂtj coqjd fn½hj wn& Zjij.
tjyu djoxbj gjhl Jjkqtjtl ujsÛjpel qjoCme gjXij Jjho, Ncj.
Îwbjfmu, riokqtj, @lipgj, dPyje, ck]E gjokuJj, kFkikf½w. Étjpej
Jjz Asian Tigers wpvjokCio zjdo. wnCjuEjpal wn^yjd Étjpel
zkrelÇtj rjiglao kyËÃÑµlguE gutjfjwme ËoÑil (Land Reform).
Étjavujovu Étjpel wjy}k$g kq]Ejgxohl i] coMe zedoij wnkqk]d
vekyio. Vjudjeo tj bjosÏyu Jzmehl Vu kcioij ejhl, ho i]jd
Bodio fjkhzo.
Vjudjeo Jeog fpayjÍQg tjozej ujvkyÂtj GÁtj fE Jeog
rmiVmd bjosÏgxo cni}] Zjio. Vjud NE gksvpCjdli coq Jjho,
¾hEzo eorËoÑ gjt, tjao Dos N#u JjfÂtj kq]Ejd kcio zjd ejhl.
JkigxÇtj wpqjoCejdme kcwdo gl zbjÇtj VmrlfPgl 2 sËËoÑ Vmrl
Vjudjeo Àtjfil Jjho, fE Vjudjd zjbkdg zPykykyCdofPgl
(Biodiversity) 8 sËËoÑ kykyCdj Nfi×C Jjho. Vjud hj zPyyPky§t
Jwioij coq Jjho. JjkE tj kykyCdoeo rjEwjij zbtjwjSl Jeog
ftj}t kcioio Jjhod. tj ftj}tjpao \je Jkcyjwl (Tribals) zrjdÏej
zoyXo Jwdo, doyXo wnkqk]djpej ewdo. dp$\jejaj ¼ylgju ËoÑij gl
kykyCdj ijof fjyme OgwjuGofEj todjo. ftj}t es ËoÑÂtjal zjEly
hjodo. JyQ}E Zjio, ePwÍbg Jjf#l JjÂtj gl Étjpej djÃx cotjw
dp$\je Jfnuo fxdo.
kewbj}aj w¾tËÝÑ kyajuhl JjfÂtj kq]Ejd ejhl. JjfE
wjotlwjSl kewbj}ao kyVjb ËoÑio Jjhod : Ncj. Vmqj~, ye¼fkdqj~,
ùjkEqj~, fk]qj~ ybPuo. VjPkdgl (Physics), uwjteqj~, bkEd,
wptjqj~ dwoa Vmbjoi, Kkdhjw, wrjzqj~, ypqqj~, yPTg
tjpÇtjql wjpbx Bjdil zjd ejhl. fkuEjrl kyTjtj}w kewbj}ao
OyXoa eÀho du rjeyl zlyejaohl w¾tËÝÑ Jjgie hjod ejhl. kq]E
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ho keukeujtj qj~jpÇtj fu¼fuwpvpCjpyu JjCjkud hyo. dp$\je ho
wyj|w fmug SuEjuo Og Jyzju Jjho, ho JjfE i]jd Bodio fjkhzo.
Jjz tj fkuk¼Ddld wnCjuEj hjoEo z&u Jwoi du kq]E
wyj|wjSl JjkE w¾tËÝÑ (Holistic) c<slyu JjCjuioio hyo; Àtywjt,
ejogÁtj, wpqjoCe ho rntd: zPykykyCdoao, kewbj}ao wpu]E, wpyC}e
tjpdme ùjÊd ZjÂtj fkhzod; JjkE dp$\jejaj yjfu Og Jyzju
(Tool) ¾hEme Zjij fkhzo.
JjzÇtj fkuk¼Ddlij ftj}tl Àty¼Dj wnayjtal Zjil du kdaj
fjtj ÀtËdl JjkE ÀtkËd¼yjdpt hja Jwoi. rj$ ÀtkËd¼yjdpt
¾hEzo Jkev|C Jjyxkeyx eÀho. ÀtËdl zl keyx guli Étjyu
wrjzjaj JpËnÑq hyj. Jwj JpËnÑq ujzglt w#oeo ijyij du
hnËmÑrqjhl kerj}E hjodo, ho Kkdhjw wjpbdjo. hj JpËnÑq kyyogjyu
JjCjkud hyj JjkE hj kyyog ¼ytpwoyl wpBsejpgxme ùdld Zjij
fjkhzo. tjaja JD} Jwj gl wrjzjdli ùÉtog ÀtËdleo JjfÂtj
JjyxlÇtj ¼ytpwoyl wp¼Djpao wc¼tÉy ¼ylgjuio fjkhzo. tj wp¼Djpel
JjfÂtj wc¼tjpwjSl Og Jjajuwpkhdj dtju gujtij hyl gl
kzÇtj´juo wVjwcjpÇtj Jjyxlkeyxlij kyCjtg yIE ijboi.
wrjzkyBjdg kyajuwuEl, Jjaju JjkE Jjyxkeyx tjpej Djuj
krIEju ejhl. ujzglt w#oao ho gjr ujhli gl Jqj wpBsejp´juo
wrjzkyBjdg kyaju, Jjaju JjkE Jjyxkeyx ùw<d ËoÑil zjd ejhl
ho fjhEo.
tj ¼ytpwoyl wp¼Dj Àtywjtjyu JjCjkud Jwdli, kykqs
kyQtjdli wpqjoCe JjkE aaj} tjpyu JjCjkud Jwdli, Àtjfju JjkE
coyBoy tjpyu JjCjkud Jwdli, gijgjPqÂto tjpyu JjCjkud
Jwdli, kykqs kyCjtg rdjpaj ùaju guEjÁtj Jwdli, Cr} y
fpD tjpyuhl JjCjkud Jwdli. rj$ Étj kyCjtg gjt} guld Jjhod,
sjogjao kyaju ùw<d guld ejhld, ho fjhEo wugjuao gd}Àt Jwoi.
ÉtjpÇtjgxme rnt Jfo]j Jql gl Étj zl Jjajuwpkhdj ¼ylgjudli
Étjdme wcÝwcÝkyyogvn°lyu JjCjkud NfVjob y NfVjoØt y¼dm tjpÇtj
NÉfjcejw ajiej krIoi.
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ÀtËdlij ÔtjÇtj ÉtjÇtj NÉfìjjenwju Jjyxlkeyxlao ¼yjdpt
Jwoi fE Jql Jjyxkeyx kyCjtg Jwoi, wrjzkyBjdg ewoi, ho
tj wp¼Dj fjhdli. ÉtjaùrjEo ÔtjÇtj ÉtjÇtj vnk°r#oenwju,
gjPqÂtjenwju, kq]Ejenwju wpf#l krIkytjw, Gjzbl rjir#j
zrkytjw ÀtËdlij ¼yjdpt Jwoi fE dl JyPC rjbj}eo zrkyil
zjEju ejhl, ho tj ¼ytpwoyl wp¼Dj fjhdli. dwoa ePwÍbg
wjCewpf#lyu OGjTj ÀtËdlaj hËg Jwoi, du kdaj kyketjob
gutjao kdao ¼yjdpt ¼ytpwoyl wp¼DjpÇtj Jjajuwpkhdoenwju Suoi
Îgyj rtj}kcd hjoK}i.
JjÍDg Àtyhjujaj fjtj rntd: zPyVju, zPykykyCdj JjkE
zPkyg \je Jwj Jwoi. dp$\je eÀho. dp$\jejaj Nftjob rntd:
ePwÍbg wjCewpf#laj czj} wnCjuEo-yjXkyEo, kewbj}gxme Ôtj
wnkyCj wyj|ej n¢gs krIdjd, Ncj. Jj[kËwzetnËd yjdjyuE,
glsgjp´juo vlzyhe, bjoxo fjEl, wnflg zrle, yeo, bydjI ùcoq
Jwo ePwÍbg JkCyjw, kgejÁtjij ijbme Jwioij wrnµjaj Vjb y
GjxLj ybPuo. tj wnkyCjpaj czj} ujGEo-wnCjuEo (ùcnQEjfjwme Étjpej
yjakyEo) Jwj Jwoi. tjrnIo wrjzjd wpf#lao yjsf wrùrjEjd
hjotjw rcd hjoK}i JjkE Jjz zo rhy keÀyI fPqjij Jjio Jjho,
do ePwÍbg wjCewpf#l JjkE ePwÍbg wnkyCj tjpej toK}i.
wrjzjdli Àtywjt, NTjob, ejogÁtj tj rntd: kewb}, ePwÍbg
wjCewpf#laj czj} y zPyVju, ePwÍbg wnkyCj tjpal ujGE, czj}
yjXkyEo y Étjpaj kaupzlyl NfVjob BoEo, tjpyu JjCjkud Jwdli.
gjoIwj y doi tjpwjuGl Mzal wjCeo tj wyj|al coGVji, dpcn^¼dl
JjkE fne^Ôzlye tjpwjSl rntd: yjfuil zjdli.
kewbj}Çtj fne^Ôzlyejdme Jeog Àtywjt y ejogÁtj dtju hjoM
qgdli tjd qpgj ejhl. fne^ÔzlyejrnIo ujsÛlt wpf#ld wdd Vu
fxoi JjkE rhjbjK}aj V¼rjwnu ejhlwj hjoMe wrjzgÂtjE wjCio
zjK}i.
tjaj JD} gjuGjecjul Jkzvjd egjo Jwj ejhl. fE dl ihje
ùrjEjyu, kyËÃÑµld ¼y&fjal JjkE wy}wjrj½tjpÇtj buzj fnukyEjul
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hyl. eyeyle Jkiqje rjosjul vjzjujd JjEEjul egjo. Étjavujovu
zkrelal rjigl yPtkËdg fE Étjd gjoEdl kfËoÑ ©tjtal, ÉtjwjSl
fjEl, Gdo, Jyzjuo tjpao yjsf gwo gujtao ho bjyfjdIlyu,
ûjjrwVod kyajukykert hjoMe Suio fjkhzo.
qodl NÉfjcejd ùjCj½t Jwjyo ¼Djkeg zedoÇtj buzj
fnukytjij. Étjepdu zl zrle y Kdu wjCewpf#l (Resources)
kqÂig ujhdli Étjpaj Nftjob vjzjufoS JjkE ketj}d tjpÇtj buzj
VjbkytjwjSl Àhjyj. dwoa Gkez doi, gjoIwj tjpaj yjfu
wrjzjÇtj buzj fnukytjwjSl ùjt: Zjij fjkhzo. Ncj. ylz y fjEl
fnuySj, wjy}zkeg yjhdmg, ùjDkrg JjkE rj§tkrg kq]E gl zo
kewb}, ePwÍbg wjCewpf#l JjkE ePwÍbg wnkyCj tjpvjvd
qj~jCjkud \je y Étjpaj tjoØt yjfu gwj gujtaj ho Cxo kyTjtj|ej
coK}i.
gjoIwj JjkE doi tjpaj yjfu Jkev|C yPtkËdg Jjyxkeyx,
ËÃÑµlVmd dp$\je JjkE keÀyI fj»ajtjpao JenguE, Jwj hjodj gjrj
eto. ¾hEzoa VjPkdg qj~jpÇtj ketrjprnIo Ôtj rtj}cj todjd, Étjdme
fngIql wnsgj hjoK}i JjkE NÉfjcejfo]j gauj rji zj¼d dtju
hjoEju ejhl.
ujzglt w#j ijogqjhl dyjyu JwEo tjoØta Jjho. wugjual
gd}Àto rntd: gjoEdl, ho yoIjoyoIl wjpkbdioa Jjho. yPtkËdg
rjiglaj Nftjob wjCewpf#laj wjSj g&e djo cjvme SoyEo, ÉtjÇtj
kyúlyu Îgyj Guoclyu DjoxLj ijogjpal Îgyj AjosLj wrmhjal rËdocjul
JwEo, tjpaj vpcjov¼dhl wugjuij gujyj ijboi.
vad JjkE wpf#lal keÍrdl ùjt: yPtkËdg vnk°r#j, gjPqÂt
JjkE NTrqlidj tjpyu Jyipvme Jwoi JjkE Vjpxyil bnpdyEmg
rntd: ¼ytpwoyl wp¼Dj JjkE Étjpao rjb}cq}e tjpyu Suoi. dwoa
wjCewpf#lÇtj yPtkËdg rjigldme tjoØt do Vjxo Jjgj&e ÀtËdlij
NÉfìj krIkydj toK}i. rj$ tjpr§to wÈjvjzl JjkE JyjÇtjwÀyj Vjxo
JjgjuEl hjod ejhl ej, ho wugjuij fhjyo ijboi. wugjul CjouE
JjGdjej ePwÍbg wjCewpf#lvjvdaj wGjoi, qj~lt \jejpaj
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JjCju Jjy»tg rjeij zjyj. dwoa ijogwptjyjXlyuhl ketp$E
wugjuao JwEo Jjy»tg Jjho.
JD}Àty¼Doaj bjVj kewb} JjkE kewb}wpf#laj tjoØt yjfu y
kdao fne^Ôzlye Jwj hyj. kewbj}al kyVjbEl g&e (Ncj. qodl y
yeo) ÉtjpfPgl gjhÏej ùjCj½t JjkE Kdujpgxo cni}] hl fkuk¼Ddl
vciil fjkhzo. wÃµlt qodl, MzwjSl hjtxÛjozewjutj eyle
¤jodjpaj Nftjob tjpyu wpqjoCe ËÃÑµld ËoÑio fjkhzo. wmt}Mzaj Nftjob
fjEl djfkyEo, Buo Nvcju Îgyj Dpx ujGEo, gfxo yjIkyEo Jwj
hjoK}i dua fn½hj VjPkdg ketrjpfjwme kdal wnsgj hjoK}i. fyeMzaj
Nftjob Jwja kyCjtgulÉtj hjoM qËoÑi. rj$ ÉtjwjSl ùapx
JjgjujÇtj fyeaËËtj NVj&e ËÃÑµlVmd Mzj} kerj}E guEo sjIio
fjkhzo gjuE Jqj wy} bjosl gjoIwj y Gkez doi tjpÇtj yjfujkyej
qËt hjod ejhld. fj»ajt coqjpr§to Jeog ihjewhje zewrmhjpel
Jql wjCl, grl bnpdjbnpdlal fE JD}fmE} JjkE wrjCje coEjul
zlyeqPil Jjautjw wn^yjd ËoÑil Jjho. Étjpel ujsÛlt
JD}Àty¼Dofjwme Fjugd BoMe ¼yd:ao aie (Currency) hl
yjfujd JjEio Jjho. Ogrogjpej woyj-wnkyCj fnukytjyu Étjpal
JD}Àty¼Dj JjCjuioil Jjho.
Jjz ftj}tl JD}Àty¼Doaj wyj|eja kyaju gujyj ijbd Jjho
gjuE gjoIwj y doi tjpao wjSo ËoÑÀhj ej ËoÑÀhj wpfEju Jjhod.
kewb}wr<° Vjudjij Jeog ùgjual wjCewpf#l JjkE dl yjfutjao
Jeog ftj}t Nfi×C Jjhod. bkuvl fPqjyu Sud ejhl du Jwo Jeog
ftj}t es Zjio du vhnwptjpej zlyea JqËt hjodo JjkE do
bkuvlÇtj GjK}d ijosio zjdjd. ho ftj}t zjofjwio ¾hEzoa kewb}
wr<° ËoÑij du apbIyjc, bkuvl JjkE grjilal wjrjkzg kyQrdj
tjpfjwme Jjfil wnsgj hjoK}i.
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